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Annual Examination Paper: 2020-21 
Subject: English SL (16) 

Time: 3 Hrs.    Standard: 10   Marks: 80 
 

Section:-A 
Read the extracts and answer the questions:     (10) 
For twenty five years, residents of Taj Nagar village near Gurgaon lobbied for a 
railway station in their village. When their demand was not met, the villagers 
decided to take the matters into their own hands. They pooled in twenty one lakh 
rupees and built a railway station on their own. 
 
(1).How long did the residents of Taj Nagar wait for the railway station? 
(2).What did they decide when their demand was not fulfilled? 
 
“You mean sitting at home I can command the robot in the city market?” asked 
Prem Chopra. “It operates within a limited radius of a kilometer. By the way, this 
one is called Ram Singh- 070,” the salesman explained. 
 
(3)How can the robot be operated? 
(4).What is the name of human robot? 
 
Arun Krishnamurthy was just 17 years old when he founded an NGO 
Environmentalist Foundation of India (EFI). Beginning with the Turtle Walk- a 
move to save turtle eggs and young hatchings in Chennai, today Arun and his 
team of volunteers have cleaned beaches and various water bodies in Chennai, 
Hyderabad, Delhi, Coimbatore and Pondicherry. 
 
(5).What is Arun’s NGO name? 
(6).How old was Arun when he founded his NGO? 
 

All her parts should be movable and replaceable too. She has a lap that 

disappears when she stands up. I have to endow her with a kiss that can 

endure everything from a broken leg to a broken heart. 

 
(7).When does her lap disappear? 
 (8).What can cure everything? 
 
The science of fireworks is technically called ‘pyrotechnics’ from the Greek word, 
‘pyer’ meaning fire and ‘technics’ meaning an art. Pyrotechnics includes not only 
fireworks but also a whole range of devices that use similar materials and 
principles, from safety matches that we use every day to solid fuel rocket boosters 
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of the space shuttle. The household match is considered a special pyrotechnic 
device, as all the pyrotechnic effects- heat, smoke, light; gas and sound are 
present in it. 

 
(9).What is the science of fireworks called? 
(10).What does pyrotechnics refer to? 

  
Write a short note focusing the questions:     (03) 
(Any One) 
(11).Taj Nagar Railway Station- 
(What was the need for a railway station?) –Why did the people wants a railway 
station? – What was the response of the railways – what did the villagers then 
do? How much money did they pool in? When was the railway station built? 
 

OR 
(11). Ram Singh -- 070 -- The Human Robot. 
(What was the colour of the robot ? --- What could he do ? --- Which were the three 
principles that were inbuilt in his system ? --- Was he thoroughly efficient ? --- 
How ? --- What did he steal for Prem Chopra ? --- When was he caught ? --- What 
happened in the end ?) 
 
Write whether the sentences are True or False:     (04) 
(12).The Lord created a perfect model of mother in a day. 
(13).Helen always felt very closer to her teachers. 
(14).Pyrotechnics is dangerous as it deals with sound. 
(15).Ram singh 070 was the salesman. 

Section:-B 
Read the stanza and answer the questions:     (03) 
This song of mine will wind its music around you, my child, 
  Like the fond arms of love. 
 This song of mine will touch your forehead like a kiss of blessing. 
  When  you are alone it will sit by your side and whisper in your ear, 
 When you are in the crowd, it will fence you about with aloofness. 
 
 
(16). What will the song do when the child  is in the crowd? 
(17).Where will the song wind its music ? 
(18).What is the antonym of the word ‘curse’? 
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Read the paragraph and answer the questions:    (05) 
 
After the death of Krishna, the Pandavas along with Draupadi felt that life was not 
worth living. They lost interest in everything. They made Parikshit, son of 
Abhimanyu, the emperor and decided to leave Hastinapur for great journey. 
Dressed in tree barks and deer skin, they stopped at the palace where the people 
of the city bade them farewell. 
The Pandavas travelled towards the north. In a few days, they reached the 
Himalayas. They started climbing the mountains. When they came to the 
mountain Meru, all of them were tired and exhausted. And then, a dreadful thing 
happened. Draupadi fell down dead. The Pandavas were shocked, but they could 
do nothing. They had to continue their journey. Sahadeva was the next to fall. “He 
was proud of his wisdom. That is why he had to die,” said Yudhishthira. 
 
(19).What did Yudhishthira say when Sahadeva died? 
(20).In which direction did the Pandavas travel? 
(21).What happened when they reached to the mountain Meru? 
(22).Why did the Pandavas and Draupadi decide to leave Hastinapur? 
(23). Who was Parikshit? 
 
 
Read the data and answer the following questions:    (05) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(24).How much discount is offered on purchase worth RS 1000? 
(25).Where is the emporium situated? 
(26).What should I purchase to get a special discount? 
(27).What types of garments are sold in the emporium? 
(28).When do you visit the Emporium? 
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Read the interview and answer the questions:     (04) 
 
Commentator: Virat, congratulations on your huge success over West Indies. 
Virat Kohli: Thank you sir. 
Commentator: Who is the hero of today’s match according to you? Are you happy 
with his performance? 
Virat Kohli: I think Mohammad Sami is the hero of the match. His first spell was 
extremely impressive and his early wickets set India’s winning. 
Commentator: What do you say about Jasprit Bumrah’s Two in Two? Wasn’t it 
the biggest breakthrough? 
Virat kohli: I can’t under estimate Bumrah’s performance. He is the key bowler 
form our side. Though he could not take wickets in first spell, he did the magic in 
his second spell. 
Commentator: Well, wonderful performance and good luck for the next match 
against England. 
Virat Kohli: Thank you, Douglas. 
 
(29).Between whom does this conversation take place? 
(30).Who was the key bowler from India against West Indies? 
(31).What did Virat say to commentator about Jasprit Bumrah? What does ‘Two 
in Two’ mean? 
(32).Against which team will India play the next match? 
 
 

Section:-C 
Match the language functions with the sentences:    (03) 

A B 

33.Congratulations on your great success, dear! 

34.Please, help me to come out. 

35.If you work hard, you will pass. 

(a) Expressing Condition 

(b) Exchanging Niceties 

(c) Making Request 

 
Choose and write the appropriate response to complete the conversation:(03) 
(36).Jay: Who is Narendra Modi? 
Jigisha: ________________ (Describing Person) 

(A).Narendra Modi is the greatest leader. 
(B).Narendra Modi is the Prime Minister of India. 
(C).Narendra Modi is the Prime Minister of India who announced the news 

of demonetization. 
(D).I don’t know that man. 
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(37).Komal: Seema is going to appear GPSC examination. Wish her with words. 
 Roma:_____________  (Expressing Niceties) 

(A).Write all the questions carefully. 
(B).Wish you all the best! Do your best, dear. 
(C).Seema is the most intelligent girl. 
(D).Seema will surely attempt all the questions. 

 
(38).Hemant: Why are you going to Australia? 
         Manan: ______________ (Expressing Purpose) 

(A).I am going there in order to earn money. 
(B).I am too young to go to Australia. 
(C).I can go either Australia or Canada. 
(D).I would like to go to Australia to earn money. 

 
Complete the sentences choosing the correct option focusing the functions in the 
brackets:        (03) 
(39).Anilbhai is too greedy ________________.(Describing result) 
        (A).help the poor. 
        (B).to help the poor. 
        (C).helping the poor. 
        (D).helped the poor.   
 
(40).Aniket will _________________.(Showing alternative) 
         (A).sing a Punjabi song and dance. 
        (B).make a record in running this time. 
        (C).buy a bike because he is fond of riding. 
        (D).study either French or English literature. 
 
(41).Nachiket danced well _____________.(Indicate contrast) 
        (A).so he got the first prize. 
        (B).therefore he will be chosen for the national competition. 
        (C).but he was not selected for the annual programme. 
        (D).though he was given the trophy. 
 
Complete the paragraph filling in the blanks with the appropriate words from 
the brackets:         (03) 
(42). (members, workshop, empower) 
 The ___________ was organized to discuss methods to ______________ women. 
All the ____________  participated in the discussion and shared their ideas. 
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Find and write the word having nearest meaning:    (03) 
(43).declare –(A). present (B).announce (C).secret   (D).tell 
(44).grab-  (A).donate         (B).eat       (C).give       (D).take 
(45).peak –(A).summit (B).go away (C).see (D).appear 

 
Section-D 

(46).Read the dialogue and complete the indirect narration given below 
choosing the correct option from the brackets:    (02) 
 
Jinal : I lost my credit card. 
Montu: Have you informed the bank? 
Jinal: Yes, I phoned the customer care services but I am still worried. 
 
Jinal _______________( told/ asked/ requested Montu that 
__________(he/she/him) had lost her credit card. Montu asked Jinal 
__________(What/ that/if ) she had informed the bank. Jinal replied positively 
that She  __________ ( is telephoned/ had telephoned/ called)the customer care 
services but she was still worried. 
 
Join the sentences using the appropriate conjunctions in the brackets:(03) 
(47).Neha is dancing. Gita is dancing.  

(and, but, so) 
 
(48).Amit will not see a movie. Amit will not read a book.  
                                                                        (Either .. or, therefore, neither .. nor) 

  
 
(49).It is raining. The children are playing in the garden.  
(because, and, but ) 
 
(50).Rewrite the paragraph filling in the blanks with appropriate words in the 
brackets.          (03) 
The following day ___________(king, kings, king’s ) son came down to a nearby 
river to swim. ___________ ( where, while, whose)  he entered the water,  the 
father  crow seized the lovely gold necklace ____________( who, which, whose) 
the prince taken off. 
 
 
 
 
Do as directed          (04) 
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(51). Sohan has just reached to school. We have already informed him that he has 
to take part in a quiz. Sohan has agreed to do so. (Start this way- Sohan had just 
reached….) 
 
(52). Anne Sullivan taught reading to Helen. Helen developed great confidence. 
Her parents provided all the possible opportunities to develop her abilities. (Start 
this way- Helen was taught reading …. ) 
 
Select the questions to get the underlined words/ a phrase as their answers: 
          (03)  
(53).Ruchik has a dozen mangoes. 
         (A).Does Ruchik have mangoes?                  
        (B).Who has a dozen mangoes?                     
        (C).How many mangoes does Ruchik have?                         
        (D).What does Ruchik have? 
 
(54).Riva was in the market at 10 a.m. 
         (A).Where was Riva at 10 a.m.?                  
         (B).Who was in the market at 10 a.m.?                     
         (C).When was Riva in the market?                         
         (D).Why was Riva in the market? 
 
(55).The glass was broken by the naughty boy. 
         (A).Who broke the glass?                  
         (B).How was the glass broken?                     
         (C).By whom was the glass broken ?                         
         (D).What was broken by the girl? 
 

Section-E 
(56). Write a paragraph in about 125 words on the following:   (06) 
My Dream Robot- 
(Points- name- appearance- skills- use- special qualities- my pride) 
  

OR 
Visit to a modern village 
(Points- advantages of villages from past to present reason to visit-well furnished 
houses- well quipped farming- schools- shopping centres – happy comfortable 
life) 

OR 
 
Corona Virus- 
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(Points- Covid -19 Pandemic – Wuhan- China- treatments- Vaccines- symptoms- 
effect on body-spreading – medicines- cure)  
 
(57). Draft an e-mail in about 30 words on behalf of Maharshi Vyas to his friend 
Kandarp on xyzamdavad@gmail.com informing him about the district level 
volleyball competition to be held at GMDC ground. Maharshi is going to 
participate in this competition.        (05). 

OR 
 

Prepare a short report in about 80 words on a book fair that was held at the Town 
Hall. 
 
(58). Describe the picture in about ten sentences (05). 
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Annual Examination Paper: 2020-21 
Subject: English SL (16) 

Time: 3 Hrs.    Standard: 10   Marks: 80 
 

Section:-A 
Read the extracts and answer the questions:     (10) 

For twenty five years, residents of Taj Nagar village near Gurgaon lobbied 

for a railway station in their village. When their demand was not met, the 

villagers decided to take the matters into their own hands. They pooled in 

twenty one lakh rupees and built a railway station on their own. 

 
(1).How many rupees did they collect to build their own railway station? 
(2).Give the similar word for ‘wait.’    
 

One day Prem Chopra guided Ram Singh- 070 to Jhaveri Brothers for lifting 

precious gems. The police was waiting in readiness and the computerized 

cameras capable of split second recording. Ram Singh robot was caught. 

Through binoculars, two persons noting down Ram Singh’s license number 

printed on his neck. 

 
(3).Where did Prem Chopra guide Ram Singh- 070? 
(4).From where was the robot caught? 

Everything from diaper to worn out slipper- we find everything in our lakes. 

This is so disturbing because it is water and water is the basis of life. We 

use garbage for landfill. We ensure that the lake area and water holding 

are free of garbage so that birds, frogs and snakes can live happily. 

 
(5).What do Arun and his team find in lakes? 
(6).With what do Arun and his team make land filling? 
 

“But, what is a tear for, my Lord?” “It is something unique. May be it is for 

pain, for joy, pride, disappointment, loneliness” the Lord explained. “What 

a wonderful creation!” 

(7).What does a tear stand for? 
(8).Give the similar word for ‘God’ ___________ 
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The science of fireworks is technically called ‘pyrotechnics’ from the Greek 
word, ‘pyer’ meaning fire and ‘technics’ meaning an art. Pyrotechnics includes 
not only fireworks but also a whole range of devices that use similar materials 
and principles, from safety matches that we use every day to solid fuel rocket 
boosters of the space shuttle. The household match is considered a special 
pyrotechnic device, as all the pyrotechnic effects- heat, smoke, light; gas and 
sound are present in it. 
 
(9).Which is called special pyrotechnic device? 
(10).What are the qualities of pyrotechnic device? 
 
Write a short note focusing the questions:     (03) 
 
(11).MGP’s frive For Solar Power in Solar Power in Sitapur District- 

 What is MGP? 

 What is MGP doing in Sitapur district? 

 How many customers did the map have? 

 Is it cheaper source of light? 

 What are the benefits of the Solar lights to the people? 
 

OR 
(11).Arun’s NGO EFI- 

 At what age did Arun start an NGO? 

 What is the name of his NGO? 

 What did Arun and his team do? 

 Whom does the NGO encourage? 
 
Write whether the sentences are True or False:     (04) 
(12).Prem Chopra bought a robot to help him in his every day work. 
(13).Ranjit Singh is the sarpanch of Taj Nagar village. 
(14).Mother is the most wonderful creation by God. 
(15).Sivakasi is the major producer of fireworks in India. 

 
Section:-B 

Read the stanza and answer the questions:     (03) 
My song will be like a pair of wings to your dreams, 
 It will transport your heart to the verge of the unknown. 
It will  be like the faithful star overhead when dark night is over your road 
 My song will sit in the pupils of your eyes, and will carry your sight into 
the heart of things. 
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And when my voice is silent in death, my song will speak in your living heart. 
 
(16).How will the song be? 
(17).How will the song help the child’s dreams? 
(18).What is the synonym of the word ‘loyal’? 
 
Read the paragraph and answer the questions:    (05) 
 
A warrior killed his master. He repented immediately but the deed was done 
and he knew that if he was caught, he would be put to death. So he ran away. 
He reached a remote village that was separated from the rest of the world by a 
mountain. The murderer decided to repent for his sin by single handedly cutting 
a road through the mountain to connect the village with the rest of the world. 
He worked from dawn to dusk and in four years had made halfway into the 
mountain. One morning when he was hard at work in the tunnel, a young man 
called out to him to come out. He was the son of the man who was murdered. 
He wanted to take revenge. 
 
(19).Why did a warrior repent? 
(20).What punishment would he be given if he was caught alive? 
(21).What did he decided to do to repent for his sin? 
(22). What does the phrase ‘dawn to dust’ mean? 
(23). Who was that young man? 
 
Read the data and answer the following questions:    (05) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(24).When is it available? 
(25).Who is the advertiser? 
(26).Whom should one contact to get the house on rent? 
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(27).Which facilities are available in the house? 
(28).Where is the house situated? 
 
Read the interview and answer the questions:     (04) 
Parent: Sir, I want to admit my child here in this school. 
Clerk: In which standard do you wish to admit your child? Where did she study 
before?  
Parent: In 9th standard. She studied in Model School, Jamnagar. Due to our 
migration, we are compelled to take admission herein your school. What’s 
name of your school? 
Clerk: Ours is Model School Radhanpur. It is a government school. 
Parent: Will my girl be admitted here? She has 93%. How many teachers are 
there in secondary teachers? Is there a permanent principal in this school? 
Clerk: She is the first in merit but you are form different district. We have to 
ask for special permission from District Education Officer. There are five in 
secondary section and a permanent principal too. 
Parent: Alright sir. Kindly inform me about the admission of my child. 
 
(29).What is the full form of DEO? 
(30).How many teachers are there in secondary section of Model School, 
Radhanpur? 
(31).In which standard will the girl be admitted? 
(32).What type of school Model School Radhanpur is? 
 

Section:-C 
Match the language functions with the sentences:    (03) 

A B 

33.The prize distribution ceremony was 

held at Model school. 

34.Do you like either tea or coffee? 
35.Bunty and Bubbly metat 7:00 p.m. 

(a) Describing Time 

(b) Describing Place 

(c) Alternative Choice 

 
Choose and write the appropriate response to complete the conversation:(03) 
 
(36).Boy: Say something about Hemant. 
          Girl:  _______ (Comparing) 

(A).I don’t know anything about Hemant. 
  (B).Hemant is one of the cleverest boys in the class. 

(C).Hemant is my friend. 
(D).Hemant is a good businessman. 
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(37).Nayan: I want to meet Mr. Modi. I don’t want to miss the chance. 
         Bela:___________  (Expressing Condition) 

(A).Don’t worry. You will be able to meet him next time. 
(B).Mr. Modi will come there next Sunday. 
(C).He is my friend. I will give your message to him. 
(D).If you attend the party, you will meet him. 

 
(38).Maya: Would you take tea? 
         Mira: ____________ (Expressing Choice) 

(A).I love tea and coffee. 
(B).I would rather take apple juice than coffee. 
(C).Coffee is the most preferred drink. 
(D).I don’t like tea. 

 
Complete the sentences choosing the correct option focusing the functions in 
the brackets:         (03) 
 
(39). __________ does Bheem eat? (Asking about numbers? 
         (A).How much laddus 
         (B).How far laddus 
         (C).How laddus 
         (D). How many laddus 
 
(40).Hetvi missed the bus, ___________.(Showing contrast) 
          (A).though she walked fast. 
         (B).and she walked fast. 
         (C).so she walked fast. 
         (D).with a view to walk fast. 
 
(41). Rashmi ______________. (Showing ability) 
          (A).will sing a song. 
         (B).may sing a song. 
         (C).able to sing a song. 
         (D).is able to sing a song. 
 
Complete the paragraph filling in the blanks with the appropriate words from 
the brackets:         (03) 
(42).(married, mines, crossing) 
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         Dashrath Manjhi ran away from his home at a young age and worked at 
Dhanbad’s coal ________________. He returned to his village took up the 
work and ___________ Falguni Devi. While ___________ Gehlour hills to bring 
his lunch , Falguni slipped and injured herself seriously 
 
Find and write the word having nearest meaning:    (03) 
 
(43).consider (A).think (B).refuse (C).accept (D).read  
(44).sort   (A).shot (B).shoot (C).type (D).solve 
(45).calmly  (A).agitatedly (B).loudly (C).coolly (D).noisily 

Section-D 
(46).Read the dialogue and complete the indirect narration given below 
choosing the correct option from the brackets:    (02) 
Hetvi: Do you know about ther G.S.T. bill? 
Vrutika: No, dear.What is it about? 
Hetvi: It is about new goods and service taxes. 
 
Hetvi ____________( told, asked, said) Vrutika  ________ (if, that, what) she 
knew about the G.S..T bill. Vrutika replied negatively and further asked what it 
_________.( was, has , is) about.Hetvi told vrutika that it _________( was, is , 
are) about new  goods and service taxes. 
 
Join the sentences using the appropriate conjunctions in the brackets:(03) 
(47).Radha is dancing. Krishna is dancing.  

(and , but , so) 
 
(48).Kailash is an Indian activist. He won the Noble peace prize in 2014.  
             (which, who, why) 
 
(49).Do not play outside. It is very hot. 
 ( so that, therefore, because ) 
 
(50).Rewrite the paragraph filling in the blanks with appropriate words in the 
brackets.               (03) 
Jaimi is _____________ (a, an, the) best girl of the class. She  is fond 
_________ (to, of, off) reading books. She has read a ___________( number, 
numbers, nothing) of books. 
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Do as directed          (04) 
 
(51). I teach English in the class. Pupils write the examples. A boy doesn’t 
understand and asks for some explanation. He is satisfied with my explanation.  
(start this way- I taught English…. ) 
(52). Malini sells toys. She also keeps plastic items for selling. She doesn’t earn 
a lot of money. She greets the customers with smile. (Start this way- Toys 
are……) 
 
Select the questions to get the underlined words/ a phrase as their answers: 
(58).Mansi always does Yogas to cut her weight. 
         (A).What does Mansi want to do?                  
         (B).Why does Mansi do Yogas?                     
         (C).How does Mansi do Yogas?                         
         (D).Who does Yogas to cut her weight? 
 
(59).Hetvi gave a nice gift to Jaimi on her birthday. 
         (A).Why did Hetvi give a gift to Jaimi?                 
         (B).When did Hetvi give a gift to Jaimi?                     
         (C).Whom did Hetvi give a nice gift?                         
         (D).To whom did Hetvi give a nice gift?    
 
(60).Parth made a big mistake. 
         (A).Who made a big mistake?                  
        (B).What did Parth do?                     
        (C).How did Parth make a big mistake?                         
       (D).Why did Parth make a big mistake? 
            

Section-E 
(56). Write a paragraph in about 125 words on the following:   (06) 
Holi-  
(Points-religious festival- celebrated in Falgun- in memory of Prahalad- Dhuleti- 
festival of colours – joy everywhere) 

OR 
The Sportman I like most- 
(Points- name- game- native place- qualities- record- contribution to the 
nation- Why you like him- best wishes for him) 

OR 
A visit to a bank- 
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(Points-saving from pocket money-father’s advice- visited a bank- assistant 
manager’s help- different accounts – decided to open a saving bank account) 
 
(57).Shital Patel writes an e-mail to her friend Anita Patel about the 
importance of good health, physical fitness and simple diet on 
anitapate123@gmail.com         (05) 

OR 
There was story telling competition in your school. Write a brief report on the 
programme in about 80 words. You may use these points: 
(Points- time- venue- number of participants- type of stories- judges- winners-
awards) 
 
(58).Describing the picture in about ten sentences:    (05) 
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Annual Examination Paper: 2020-21 
Subject: English SL (16) 

Time: 3 Hrs.    Standard: 10   Marks: 80 
 

Section:-A 
Read the extracts and answer the questions:     (10) 
 
There are a large number of people in the village who need to go to Gurgaon, 
Delhi and Rewar. Till now, the people had to either go to Halimandi or Patli to 
catch a train. Both the stations are six kilometers away from Taj Nagar. 
 
(1).Where did the people use to go from Taj Nagar? 
(2).Which were the nearest railway stations for the residents of Taj Nagar? 
 
One day Prem Chopra guided Ram Singh- 070 to Jhaveri Brothers for lifting 
precious gems. The police was waiting in readiness and the computerized 
cameras capable of split second recording. Ram Singh robot was caught. 
Through binoculars, two persons noting down Ram Singh’s license number 
printed on his neck. 
 
(3).What did two persons note down? 
(4).Where was Ram Singh’s license number printed? 
 
We wear nose masks, sanitary gloves and carry rakes and spades. The school 
going students can give four hours a weekend. We welcome young animal 
lovers, young wild life photographers, film makers, theatre artists and scientific 
researchers. 
 
(5).How much time does the school going students devote for environmental 
work? 
(6).Who can be the volunteers in Arun’s team? 
 
The good Lord was busy that day. He was into his sixth day of overtime. When 
he was working with full concentration, the angel appeared and commented, 
“you are taking too care for creating this creature.” 
 
(7).How was Lord working? 
(8).Who came to Lord? 
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The Chinese are generally considered the pioneers of pyrotechnics. It was only 
1242 that an English monk, Roger Bacon revealed the formula of black powder. 
He considered it such a dangerous substance that he wrote of it in a code 
language. 
 
(9).When did Roger Bacon reveal the formula of black powder? 
(10). Why did Roger Bacon write the formula in a code language? 
 
Write a short note focusing the questions:     (03) 
 
(11).Pyrotechnics- 

 What is pyrotechnics? 

 What is the root word and its meaning? 

 What does pyrotechnics include? 

 What is the greatest danger of pyrotechnics? 
 

OR 
(11).Helen Keller – a gifted learner- 

 How was she in her young age? 

 Who helped her? 

 How did she learn writing and speaking? 

 What were her achievements? 
 
Write whether the sentences are True or False:     (04) 
 
(12).The second stage of learning was based on the sense of smell. 
(13).The household match is a special pyrotechnic device. 
(14).Solar Power is costlier than kerosene. 
(15).Ram Singh followed Prem Chopra like a faithful dog. 

 
Section:-B 

Read the stanza and answer the questions:     (03) 
 
The black bird flying with the tree; 
 Glasses on the eyes of the peacock; 
The fire chariot flying in the air; 
 The airplane walking on the road; 
The lion having a conversation with the cow; 
 
(16).What is the black bird doing? 
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(17).What is flying in the air ? 
(18).What is the synonym of the word ‘chat’? 
 
Read the paragraph and answer the questions:    (05) 
 
Dr. Jagdish Chandra Bose was a great Indian scientist. He surprised the whole 
world with the declaration that the plants too have feelings. They live like other 
living things. He also discovered that like other living beings, the plants are also 
hurt and shocked. By another experiment he also showed that the plants could 
also be made unconscious by some strong poisonous chemicals. In 1902, Dr. 
Jagdish Chandra Bose wrote many articles about his experiments on plants 
kingdom. He published them in his book ‘The Reaction of Living and Non Living.’ 
Dr. Bose invented an instrument. It is called ‘Optical Pulse Recorder’ which can 
record the process of contraction in plants. He also proved that the carbon 
dioxide affects the life of plant very badly. In 1918, Dr. Bose developed a new 
instrument ‘Cresco graph’ which can enlarged the movements of plants ten 
thousand times. 
 
(19).Who said ‘plants too have feelings’? 
(20).What did Dr. Bose discover about plants? 
(21).In which book did he publish his research articles? 
(22).Name the instruments invented by Dr. Bose. 
 (23). What is the function of Cresco graph? 
 
Read the data and answer the following questions:    (05) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(24).What is the advertisement for? 
(25).How much discount is offered on the making charges? 
(26).Where is the Rajshree Creations situated? 
(27).When one can visit the exhibition ? 
(28).What can you buy here? 
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Read the interview and answer the questions:     (04) 
 
Passenger: Where is this bus going on? 
Conductor: This bus is going to Surat. Where do you wish to go? 
Passenger: I wish to go to Ahmedabad. Will this bus take me to the desired 
station? 
Conductor: Yes sir. Please take your seat. How many persons are there with 
you? 
 Passenger: I am only one. Give me a ticket for Ahmedabad. How much should 
I give?  
Conductor: 96 Rs. 
Passenger: Isn’t it too much? Last time I paid only 85 Rs. 
Conductor: It is an Express Bus. If  you want to travel, you have to pay 96 Rs 
otherwise  you can’t travel by this bus. 
Passenger: Fine. Take this a currency note of 500 Rs and cut the amount of 
ticket for Ahmedabad. 
Conductor: Thank you. Check bus type before you travel next time. 
Passenger: Sure sir. Thank you for your advice. 
 
(29).What is fare for Ahmedabad in Express bus? 
(30).Which is the last destination of the bus? Where does the passenger wish 
to go? 
(31).How much did the passenger pay when he travelled last time? 
(32).What advice does the conductor give to the passenger? 
 

Section:-C 
Match the language functions with the sentences:    (03) 

A B 

33The Lions General Hospital is near 

Rajmahel road. 

34.He was old but very enthusiastic. 

35.Which stream are you going to take after SSC? 

(a) Describing Person 

(b) Making Inquiry 

(c) Describing Location 

 
Choose and write the appropriate response to complete the conversation:    

(03) 
(36).Patient: I am suffering from fever. 
         Doctor: ___________ (Offering Advice) 

(A).Why do you eat junk food? 
(B).If you do not rest, you will suffer a lot. 
(C).Take it easy. 
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(D).You had better take these medicines and rest for 8 hours a day. 
 
(37).Manan: Where is State Bank of India located? 

Janki:_______  (Describing Location) 
(A).The State Bank of India is one of the most trusted banks. 
(B).The State Bank of India is better than many other banks. 
(C).I don’t know anything about it. 
(D).It is located near the railway station. 

 
(38).Kapil: She is not seen anywhere How long has she been playing?  
         Mansi:  ____(Describing Time) 

(A).Whom do you talk about? 
(B).She has been playing since morning. 
(C).She plays better than others. 
(D).She played the whole day. 

 
Complete the sentences choosing the correct option focusing the functions in 
the brackets:         (03) 
 
(39)._____________ she would not have attended this seminar.  

( Expressing condition) 
         (A).When Nandini had met with an accident. 
         (B).If Nandini had met with an accident. 
         (C).As Nandini had met with an accident. 
         (D).Though Nandini had met with an accident.   
 
(40).The programme  ___________. (Describing of an action) 
          (A).was started at 10 a.m. 
         (B).will started at 10 a.m. 
         (C).has started at 10 a.m. 
         (D).is starting. 
 
(41).Sanjay bought a new T.V. ____________.(describing thing) 
          (A).When was made in India. 
          (B).Whose was made in India. 
          (C).Which was made in India. 
          (D).Was made in India. 
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Complete the paragraph filling in the blanks with the appropriate words from 
the brackets:         (03) 
(mighty, powerful, wickedness, cruel) 
 
(42). The Devs and the Asurs were always fighting each other. The Devs were 
amongst the gods. The Asurs were demons. The  Asurs were _____________ , 
capable of all kinds of 
_____________ . Some of them were great rulers and___________kings. 
 
Find and write the word having nearest meaning:    (03) 
(43).vast (A).used (B).waste (C).huge (D).tiny  
(44).create  (A).make (B).write (C).colour (D).destroy 
(45).utter (A).say (B).sing (C).shout (D).scream 
 
 

Section-D 
(46).Read the dialogue and complete the indirect narration given below 
choosing the correct option from the brackets:    (02) 
 
Teacher : Give me your English note book. 
Riya: I have fotgotten it at home. 
Teacher: How careless you are! 
Teacher ___________( orders, ordered, suggested) Riya to give him 
__________ (his, her, him) English note book. Riya told teacher ___________ 
(that, to, if) she had forgotten it at home. Teacher ____________ ( exclaimed 
with joy, exclaimed sadly, exclaimed with anger) to Riya that she was very 
carless.  
 
Join the sentences using the appropriate conjunctions in the brackets:(03) 
 
(47).Prakashbhai is very rich. He is not happy.( and, but , or) 
 
(48).The horse was very tired. The horse could not carry him more than a mile.  
                                                                                          ( so, but, because). 
 
(49).We played well. We didn’t win the match. (so, but, and ) 
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(50).Rewrite the paragraph filling in the blanks with appropriate words in the 
brackets.          (03) 
 
We celebrate 2nd October _________(on, for, as ) Gandhi Jayanti. Mohandas 
was born in Porbandar in 1869.We lovingly call him ‘Bapu’ .He believed in truth 
and _______________ (non-violence, violent, non- violent). He was a man of 
______________ (principal, student, principle) 
 
Do as directed          (04) 
 
(51). We celebrated Diwali last week. We cleaned the house. Father bought 
many crackers for us. Mother drew colourful rangolis. ( Diwali was celebrated 
.........). 
 
(52). The queen was a rich man. She prayed to Goddess to give her more 
wealth.  The Goddess granted her the golden touch. She herself wanted to test 
it. (Start this way- The king was a rich man) 
 
Select the questions to get the underlined words/ a phrase as their answers:
           (03)  
(53).Payal visited the hospital. 
     (A).Where did Payal visit?     (B).Who visited the hospital? 
     (C).When did Payal go?          (D).Who visit the hospital? 
 
(54).The fight lasted only for a few minutes          
        (A).What lasted for a few minutes?                  
        (B).How long did the flight last?                     
        (C).Which flight lasted for a few minutes?                         
        (D).Why did the flight last only for a few minutes? 
 
(55).You should consult an orthopaedic doctor          
         (A).What should you consult?                  
         (B).Why should you consult?                     
         (C).Whom should you consult?                         
         (D).When should you consult an orthopaedic doctor? 
 

Section-E 
(56). Write a paragraph in about 125 words on the following:   (06) 
Computer- 
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(Points- marvellous- invention- works miracles- form- function- uses at various 
places- need of time- our efficient servant) 

OR 
 
Save the trees and the trees will save you – 
(Points-Our environment is in danger- benefits of the forests- plantation of 
more trees is a great movement- your contribution) 
 

OR 
Visit to a Hill station- 
(Points- Many Hill Stations in India, natural beauty, hills, rivers, waterfalls, 
different destinations to watch, watch nature’s height, peak, greenery, wildlife, 
campaigns)  
 
(57).Jay’s Uncle writes an e-mail to his nephew jay who is clever but weak in 
English so his uncle advises how to improve English    (05). 

 
Or 

 
You had your school picnic last week. Prepare a short on it about 80 words.  
 
(58).Describe the picture in about ten sentences     (05). 
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Annual Examination Paper: 2020-21 
Subject: English SL (16) 

Time: 3 Hrs.    Standard: 10   Marks: 80 
 

Section:-A 
Read the extracts and answer the questions:     (10) 
 
The panchayat passed a resolution in 2008 saying that since the railway was 
not able to build a station for them, they would do it for themselves and with 
their own money. On January 2010, the first railway station of the country 
started operation on which the railway did not have to spend a single rupee. 
 
(1).When did the panchayat pass a resolution? 
(2).What was there in resolution? 
 
Prem Chopra was arrested from his home, as the owner of Ram Singh- 070, the 
thief. Soon after his arrest, he was released on bail until the court hearing. 
None of the stolen articles were recovered from his house. He had cleverly 
disposed them off through his gang. In the court he denied all the charges. 
 
(3).Why was Prem Chopra arrested? 
(4).Was any stolen item recovered from Prem Chopra’s house? 
 
Arun Krishnamurthy was just 17 years old when he founded the NGO 
Environmentalist Foundation of India (EFI). Beginning with the Turtle Walk --- a 
move to save turtle eggs and young hatchlings in Chennai, today Arun and his 
team of volunteers have cleaned beaches and various water bodies in Chennai, 
Hyderabad, Delhi, Coimbatore and Puducherry. 
 
(5).How old was Arun Krishnamurthy when he founded EFI ? 
(6).The full form of EFI is  . (Complete the sentence.) 
 
The good Lord was extremely busy that day. He was into his six day of overtime. 
When he was working with full concentration, an angel appeared and 
commented, “You are taking so much care for creating this creature.” 
“That’s true”, said the Lord. “Do you want to know the details?” “What are 
they ?” the angel was curious. 
 
(7).Which two characters are talking here ? 
(8).How was the Lord working ? 
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The pyrotechnics is a blend of potassium nitrate, charcoal and sulphur in the 
ratio of 75:15:10 by weight. In the last century, the discovery of aluminum, 
magnesium and titanium which burn at high temperatures emitting bright light 
improve the brilliance of fireworks. 
 
(9).Which elements are burning at high temperatures? 
(10).The pyrotechnics is a combination of  ___________ 
 
Write a short note focusing the questions:     (03) 
 
(11). Black Powder- 
(points-black powder or gun powder- basic material used in fireworks-was 
invented in India- written in code language- the basic formula of the black 
podwer or gun powder- ratio-) 
 

OR 
(11).Arun – a young Environmentalist- 

 Who found an NGO? When? 

 What do Arun and his volunteers do? 

 Why did Arun leave his job?  

 What does he feel about water bodies and other life forms? 
 
Write whether the sentences are True or False:     (04) 
 
(12).MGP means Mera Gaon Power. 
(13).The formula of Gun Powder has changed time to time.  
(14).Helen could not see so she was a slow learner. 
(15).Police could not recover stolen article’s from Ram Singh’s house. 

 
Section:-B 

Read the stanza and answer the questions:     (03) 
 
This song of mine will wind its music around you, my child, Like the fond arms 
of love. 
This song of mine will touch your forehead like a kiss of blessing. 
 
(16).What will the song do? 
(17).Whom does the poet address the song? 
(18).What will the song wind?. 
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Read the paragraph and answer the questions:    (05) 
 
Honeybees are special insects that live in large families in hives or honeycombs. 
There are three sections in them. Queen bees, drones and worker bees live 
separately. The  queen bee is nearly 2.5 times longer and 208 times heavier 
than a worker bee. Her function is reproduction. She lays 1000 to 2000 
fertilized eggs. The function of drones is to fertilize the queen. A drone is 
completely dependent on the worker bee. The worker bees spend their whole 
short lives in tireless labour. They have no childhood. From the third day of their 
birth, they have to start working. The famous scientist Darwin studied the bees 
for many years and said that only a stupid person would not be amazed by the 
structure of a honey comb. 
 
(19).hat did Darwin say studying the bees for many years? 
(20).How many eggs does the queen bee lay? 
(21).What are the function of queen bee, drone and worker bee? 
(22).How do the worker bees spend their whole life? 
(23).Do the queen bee, drones and worker bees live together? 
 
Read the data and answer the following questions:    (05) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(24).What is the syrup effective? 
(25).How much is the weight of the bottle? 
(26).Who is the manufacturer of the Chamatkar Syrup? 
(27).What caution is written on the bottle? 
(28).How much should you pay for this syrup? 
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Read the interview and answer the questions:     (04) 
 
Student: Sir, can you please help me to fill up OMR sheet? 
Teacher: Didn’t you practice at school? 
Student: No, I did not practice. Our teachers did not ask anything about ‘How 
to fill OMR sheet?’ 
Teacher: You are a student of Board Examination. Are you a fresher?  
Student: I am a fresher and I am even not aware of full form of OMR.  
Teacher: Optical Mark Reader. Fill the blanks as I say. 
Student: I am aware about general instructions like name, surname, seat 
number etc. 
Teacher: Where do you have trouble then? 
Student: I am confused at centre name, centre code, signature type etc. 
 
(29).What is the full form of OMR? 
(30).At which points does the student confuse? 
(31).What didn’t the school teachers ask to the students before Board 
Examination? 
(32).Whom does this conversation take place? 
 

Section:-C 
Match the language functions with the sentences:    (03) 

A B 

33.No thanks. I don’t want more money. 

34.I had my breakfast at Hotel Tulsi. 
35.You don’t have to pay fine if you confess your 
fault and ask the name of culprits. 

(a) Describing Place 

(b) Exchanging Niceties 

(c) Expressing Condition 

 
 
Choose and write the appropriate response to complete the conversation:   
           (03) 
(36).Amit: I wish know about Mr. Patel and his wife. 
         Raj:__________  (Describing Person) 

(A).Who is Mr. Patel? 
(B).Mr. Patel is not only kind but also sincere. 
(C).Mr. Patel is a teacher whose wife is working in government office. 
(D).Both Mr. Patel and his wife are good humans. 

 
(37).Brijesh: ___________(Making Inquiry) 
          Janak: I live in Saraswati Society. 
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(A).How do you do? 
(B).What do you do? 
(C).Where do you live? 
(D).How are you? 

 
(38).Mona: Explain me the process of making tasty tea.  
         Zeel:_________ (Describing Process) 

(A).Tea is better than any other soft drink. 
(B).Tea is too hot to drink it. 
(C).Take a bowl, pour some water, add some tea and sugar and boil for a 

while. 
(D).I love both tea and coffee. 

 
Complete the sentences choosing the correct option focusing the functions in 
the brackets:         (03) 
 
(39). ________________ tells a lie to his family. (Expressing frequency) 
         (A).Jay smartly 
         (B).Jay too 
         (C).Jay never 
         (D).Jay  
 
(40).He missed the bus ____________( Describing Reason) 
         (A).because he come late. 
         (B).so he came late. 
         (C).because he came late. 
         (D).because he will come late. 
 
(41).Umesh bhai is too greedy ____________.( Describing result) 
         (A).help the poor. 
         (B).to help the poor. 
         (C).helping the poor. 
         (D).helped the poor. 
  
Complete the paragraph filling in the blanks with the appropriate words from 
the brackets:         (03) 
 
(42). (friend, friendly, devotion, disciple) 
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They said, “Go to Shukracharya and be with him as his  for as long as is 
necessary to learn the science of raising the dead. Serve him with all  _. 
You may also be  with Devayani, his beautiful daughter.” 
 
Find and write the word having nearest meaning:    (03) 
 
(43).excess (A).less (B).extra (C).weight  (D).load  
(44).erect  (A).breadth (B).length (C).crooked  (D).straight 
(45).several (A).many (B).few (C).some  (D).none 
 

Section-D 
(46).Read the dialogue and complete the indirect narration given below 
choosing the correct option from the brackets:    (02) 
 
Liza said to her friends, “ Let’s play Antakshari.” 
Kelina said, “We should play spelling games instead of Antakshari.” 
Liza  said to Kelina, “Why do you like spelling games?” 
 
Liza ____________ (asked, suggested, tell)  her friends that they should play 
Antakshari . Kelina told Liza that ___________ (the,, she, they) should play 
spelling games instead of “Antakshari?” Liza asked Kelina ___________ (When, 
what, ahy) she liked spelling games. 
 
Join the sentences using the appropriate conjunctions in the brackets:(03) 
(47).My teacher told me to read English newspaper. He told me to read English 
magazine.                                                                                      (and, but, so) 
 
(48).I lost my way. I asked a policeman to help me. ( so , but, because). 
 
(49).Himani should go for science. She should go for commerce. 
                                                                                         (Neither… no, so, either… or)   
 
 
(50).Rewrite the paragraph filling in the blanks with appropriate words in the 
brackets.          (03) 
My grandfather  was a _____________(true, truly, truth) follower of Gandhiji. 
_____________ (So, though, because)  he was an industrialist , he lived a life of 
simplicity and ____________( honesty, honour, honest). 
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Do as directed          (04) 
 
(51). India lost the match. Our players had not obeyed the coach sincerely. If 
Kohli had been sincere, he might have hit a century.(start this way- The match 
was.............). 
 
(52). Manish goes to school. He enjoys studying. But today he has to go to his 
village. He will work on his farm.(Start this way- We go to school.) 
 
Select the questions to get the underlined words/ a phrase as their answers:
           (03)  
(53).Rohan makes of rangolis of flowers on Onam. 
       (A).What does Rohan make?      
       (B).Why does Rohan make rangolis of flowers?                      
       (C).When does Rohan make rangolis of flowers?   
       (D).How does Rohan make rangolis on onam? 
 
(54).He will return your books on next Monday. 
       (A).What will he do on next Monday?                  
       (B).When did he return your books?                     
       (C).When will he return your books?                    
       (D).What has he done? 
 
 (55).Rehman can speak any language fluently. 
        (A). What can Rehman do?                  
        (B).How can Rehman speak any language ?                     
        (C).How many languages can Rehman speak?                         
        (D).Which language can Rehman speak? 
 

Section-E 
(56). Write a paragraph in about 125 words on the following:   (06) 
 
My Favourite Feathered Friend- 
(Points- types of birds- your favourite birds – your favourite bird- name- 
habitat- habits- special features- food- shape-size- usefulness- colours- reasons 
for liking- your feelings when you see it) 

OR 
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My English Teacher- 
(Points- his/ her physical appearance- her/ his method of teaching- his/ her 
knowledge- his/ her nature—his/her treatment to slow learner- Why is he your 
ideal?) 

OR 
The Best village of Gujarat- 
(Points- Name- system of governance- population-facilities- health care centre- 
banks- CCTV- drainage –drop out ratio  of the students-awards) 
 
(57).Draft an e-mail on pranshi2021@gmail.com in about 30 words on behalf 
of Dhaval Desai to his friend Prashant , who is weak in English.  (05) 

 
OR 

 
A prize distribution ceremony was held at your school last week.Prepare a 
short on it in about 60 wods. 
 
(Points Annual Prize distribution – date- place –chief guest- cultural activities- 
academic according to merits in results- Best student, Best Sportsman, and 
other awards- Who gave different awards and trophies, certificates) 
 
(58).Describing the picture in about ten sentences:    (05) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

mailto:pranshi2021@gmail.com
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Annual Examination Paper: 2020-21 
Subject: English SL (16) 

Time: 3 Hrs.    Standard: 10   Marks: 80 
 

Section:-A 
Read the extracts and answer the questions:     (10) 
 
A small social enterprise called Mera Gao Power (MGP) is trying to change the 
things. They are putting two solar panels at a time. In just over a year, MGP has 
connected more than 3500 customers to solar power mini micro grids at a 
village level. 
 
(1).What is MGP? 
(2).How many customers have been benefited by MGP? 
 
“May I help you, sir ?”, grinned the short, narrow-eyed salesman inside the 
Super Robots 
Plaza. 
“Well.....er”, Prem Chopra responded. “I wish to purchase a robot….. 
“For help, sir”, completed the salesman. “That is our speciality. We 
manufacture efficient robots for industry, construction companies, plumbing 
and cleaning, caretakers --- they are designed for only specialized work. Our 
best ones are for consumers like you --- for the home”, he spoke like a recorded 
programme. 
 
(3).What kind of robots are made by the Super Robots Plaza ? 
(4).For what are the best robots made ? 
 
Arun Yuvrajnamurthy was just 17 years old when he founded the NGO 
Environmentalist Foundation of India (EFI). Beginning with the Turtle Walk --- a 
move to save turtle eggs and young hatchlings in Chennai, today Arun and his 
team of volunteers have cleaned beaches and various water bodies in Chennai, 
Hyderabad, Delhi, Coimbatore and Puducherry. 
 
(5).How did Arun and his team begin ? 
(6).What is the Turtle Walk ? 
 
The good Lord was extremely busy that day. He was into his six day of overtime. 
When he was working with full concentration, an angel appeared and 
commented, “You are taking so much care for creating this creature.” 
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“That’s true”, said the Lord. “Do you want to know the details?” “What are 
they ?” the angel was curious. 
 
(7).What did the angel comment ? 
(8).Which two characters are talking here ? 
 
In India, fireworks used to be imported from China. During the Second World 
War, these imports were stopped and the safety match producers of Sivakasi in 
Tamil Nadu began manufacturing fireworks for Deepawali. In 1992, the country 
used about 60 crore worth of firework and 60 to 70 percent of these came from 
Sivakasi. 
 
(9).From where were the fireworks imported before Second World War? 
(10).Where is Sivakasi situated? 

 
Write a short note focusing the questions:     (03) 
 
(11).Dream of Railway Station comes true- 
(Need for a Railway Station in Taj Nagar- efforts of villagers- no result- passed a 
resolution – raised funds- dream came true) 
 

OR 
(11).Prem Chopra-  
(bought Ram Singh-070- bad intention- used his robot to steal precious things- 
threatened the robot- lied in the court- Ram Singh lost its life because of him)  
 
Write whether the sentences are True or False:     (04) 
 
(12).Ramsingh 070 was the salesman. 
(13).The Lord was extremely busy for six days. 
(14).Miss Sullivan sacrificed her eyesight for her student Helen. 
(15).Hukumchand was the Sarpanch. 

 
Section:-B 

Read the stanza and answer the questions:     (03) 
 
This song of mine will wind its music around you, my child, Like the fond arms 
of love. 
This song of mine will touch your forehead like a kiss of blessing. 
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(16).What will the song wind its music like? 
(17).What is the song compared to? 
(18).How will be the touch? 
 
 
Read the paragraph and answer the questions:    (05) 
 
The blackbuck is also known as Yuvrajna Jinka in Telugu language. It has been 
declared the state animal of Andhra Pradesh. Other local names for the species 
include Kala Hiran, Sasin, Iralai Maan, Yuvrajna Mriga in Kannada and Kalveet 
in Marathi. 
According to the Indian mythology, Blackbuck or Yuvrajna Jinka is considered as 
the vehicle of the goddess Moon. According to the Garuda Purana, Yuvrajna 
Jinka brings prosperity in the areas where they live.  
 
(19).The blackbuck is also known as in Telugu. 
(20).The blackbuck is the state animal of……………………. 
(21).According to the Indian mythology , the blackbuck is the vehicle 
of…………………. 
(22).Yuvrajna Jinka brings prosperity in the areas where they live. True or 
False? 
(23).Write any three local names of the blackbuck . 
 
Read the data and answer the following questions:    (05) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(24).How many centuries has Sir Don Bradman scored? 
(25).Which of these players belong to Australia ? 
(26).Where is Gary Sobers from? 
(27).How many players are described here? 
(28).Which of these players have scored equal number of centuries? 
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Read the interview and answer the questions:     (04) 
 
Hotel Manager: Hello sir! Hello Ma’am. Welcome to Hotel Legend. 
Mr. Patel: Thank you. Is Punjabi food available here? 
Hotel Manager: Yes sir. Not only Punjabi but Gujarati, Kathiyawadi and 
Continental food are also available in our hotel. 
Mr. Patel: That’s great. But, we would like to enjoy Punjabi food today. Waiter, 
please note our order; one Tomato Corn soup, Two Masala Papad and Two 
Butter Milk. 
Waiter: Sir, what about main order? 
Mrs. Patel: We shall enjoy it when our parents come. It takes at least 20 
minutes. 
Waiter: No problem ma’am. Thank you. 
 
(29).Where does Patel family go to enjoy their dinner? 
(30).What order does the waiter note down before main order? 
(31).By when do Mrs. Patel’s parents come to the hotel? 
(32).List the food available at Hotel Legend. 
 
 

Section:-C 
Match the language functions with the sentences:    (03) 

A B 

33.Saputara is covered with natural greenery. 

34Mr. Patel has been teaching for 25 years. 

35.Don’t cheat those who are blind. 

(a) Expressing Advice 

(b) Describing Place 

(c) Showing Point of 
Time 

 
Choose and write the appropriate response to complete the conversation:   
           (03) 
(36).Jay: The black clouds are there in the sky? Is there any possibility of 
raining? 
          Jigisha:  (Showing Possibility) 

(A).It will rain heavily. 
(B).It can rain heavily. 
(C).It may rain heavily. 
(D).The black clouds are found but they can get disappear. 
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(37).Roma: _______ (Making Request)  
         Hemant: I have only one pen. 

(A).Which pen do you use in exam? 
(B).Give me your pen otherwise I shall reveal you at others. 
(C).Why don’t you give me your pen? 
(D).Please give me a pen if you have an extra one. 

 
 
(38).A: What do you say about Hanumanthappa’s honesty? 
        B:__________  (Showing Contrast) 

(A).Though Hanumanthappa was poor, he was honest. 
(B).Hanumanthappa was one of the most honest boys. 
(C).Haumanthappa was cleverer than many other boys. 
(D).Hanumanthappa was a clever boy. 

 
Complete the sentences choosing the correct option focusing the functions in 
the brackets:         (03) 
 
(39). ____________ she would not have attended the seminar.  

(Expressing condition) 
         (A).When Keya had met with an accident. 
         (B).If Keya had met with an accident. 
         (C).As Keya had met with an accident. 
         (D).Though Keya had met with an accident. 
 
(40).Shop will be closed ______________.(Showing time) 
         (A).every day. 
         (B).from Monday to Friday. 
         (C).on every Sunday. 
         (D).whole year. 
 
(41).I wanted to take part  ____________. (Showing contrast) 
        (A).but the competition is only for students of std. 7,8 and 9. 
         (B).and win the trophy. 
         (C).so I filled up form. 
         (D).in the competition. 
 
(42). Complete the paragraph filling in the blanks with the appropriate words 
from the brackets:         (03) 
(new, newly, brilliance, immediately) 
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Then Shukracharya taught Kach the secret mantra and asked him to come out 
of his stomach. Kach appeared in  all his  , and saw his teacher lying dead. 
He 
   revived him with his  learnt mantra. 
 
Find and write the word having nearest meaning:    (03) 
 
(43).hurt (A).amaze (B).please (C).injure  (D).beat  
(44). tale (A).story (B).tail (C).poem  (D).prose 
(45).section (A).selection  (B).part (C).separate  (D).class 

 
 

Section-D 
(46).Read the dialogue and complete the indirect narration given below 
choosing the correct option from the brackets:    (02) 
 
Shrushti: Where are you going ? 
Yuvraj: To the sea-shore . Do you want to come? 
Shrushti: With whom are you going ? 
Yuvraj: with my cousin, Kinjal. 
 
Shrushti:  ____________ (told, asked, exclaimed)  Yuvraj where he was going. 
Yuvraj ___________ (replied,, told, asked)  that he was going to the sea-shore  
and asked _____________ ( why, if, that) she wanted to come. Shrushti asked 
Yuvraj with whom he was going. Yuvraj replied that he was going with 
____________ (his, her, their ) cousin Kinjal. 
 
Join the sentences using the appropriate conjunctions in the brackets:(03) 
(47).He could not  find the key. He broke  the box.( because,  but  so ). 
 
(48).He was not lazy. He was not dishonest. ( but, so , and ). 
 
(49).You made a mistake.  You have to suffer now. (so, because, but) 
 
 
(50).Rewrite the paragraph filling in the blanks with appropriate words in the 
brackets.          (03) 
The students along __________ ( to, with, by) the teachers visited the trade 
fair. They bought _________ ( their, there, them) tickets and entered the fair. 
They enjoyed ____________( different, difference, differently) rides. 
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Do as directed          (04) 
 
(51). The policeman asked the stranger some questions. The stranger did not 
reply any questions. The policeman held him by his collar.(Start like this- The 
stranger was asked........) 
 
(52). Last year Aruna had visited the civil hospital. She was invited by the chief 
of the staff. I thought that she had contributed big fund of its welfare.  
(Start this way- This year Aruna has visited..... ). 
 
Select the questions to get the underlined words/ a phrase as their answers:
           (03)  
(53).Vivek has recently joined the gym for building his body. 
        (A).When has Vivek joined the gym?                  
        (B).What has Vivek done at the gym?                     
        (C).How many languages can Vivek speak?                         
        (D).Why has Vivek joined the gym? 
 
(54).The cook added a little red chilli powder in the sauce. 
         (A).What did the cook add in the sauce?                  
         (B).How much red chilli powder did the cook add in the sauce?                     
         (C).Who added the red chilli in the sauce?                         
        (D)Why did the cook add the red chilli in the sauce?. 
 
(55).When I went in, I found him sitting on her bed. 

(A).When  did you find him sitting on her bed? 
(B).What did you find when you went in? 
(C).Why was he sitting on her bed? 
(D).When did you go in? 

 
 

Section-E 
(56). Write a paragraph in about 125 words on the following:   (06) 
 
Punsari- the best village of Gujarat- 
(Points- Sabarkantha, system – Panchayati Raj- Population- facilities- 25 CCTV 
cameras at village junction- Future plan: Wi-Fi connectivity, library) 

 
OR 
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My best Friend- 
(Points- His/ her look-quqlities- How you met him/her?- Common interests- 
How you feel with him/ her? How you feel without him/her?- Proud of him/ 
her.) 

OR 
My Mother- 
(Points- Name-age- is she housewife or working woman?- her daily routine- 
How are she takes care of you? –How she takes care of other family  
members?- Her nature-  her importance in your life- You love and respect 
towards hre?  
 
(57).Jayesh writes an e-mail to his uncle on sppatel1990@gmail.com inviting to 
his birthday party arranged at Pizza Brust, Bilimora.   (05) 

 
OR 

A prize distribution ceremony was held at your school last week. Prepare a 
short report  on it about 80 words. 
(Points-time – place- chief guest- prize winners- clapping- the speech of one of 
the prize winners- the speech of the chief guest- your pole) 
 
(58).Describing the picture in about ten sentences:    (05) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:sppatel1990@gmail.com
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Annual Examination Paper: 2020-21 
Subject: English SL (16) 

Time: 3 Hrs.    Standard: 10   Marks: 80 
 

Section:-A 
Read the extracts and answer the questions:     (10) 
 
Village by village, MGP is building a network of low cost solar micro grids that 
provide two LED lights and a mobile charging point to all paying households at 
a cost of twenty five rupees per week. The roof of a sturdy, brick walled home 
in each village is always chosen as the site for the panels and the battery. 
 
(1).Which is the ideal place to put panels and the battery? 
( 2)What does MGP provide to all paying households? 
 
“May I help you, sir ?”, grinned the short, narrow-eyed salesman inside the 
Super Robots 
Plaza. 
“Well.....er”, Prem Chopra responded. “I wish to purchase a robot….. 
“For help, sir”, completed the salesman. “That is our speciality. We 
manufacture efficient robots for industry, construction companies, plumbing 
and cleaning, caretakers --- they are designed for only specialized work. Our 
best ones are for consumers like you --- for the home”, he spoke like a recorded 
programme. 
 
(3).Who greeted Prem Chopra ? 
(4).What does Prem Chopra wish to purchase ? 
 
Arun Krishnamurthy was just 17 years old when he founded the NGO 
Environmentalist Foundation of India (EFI). Beinning with the Turtle Walk --- a 
move to save turtle eggs and young hatchlings in Chennai, today Arun and his 
team of volunteers have cleaned beaches and various water bodies in Chennai, 
Hyderabad, Delhi, Coimbatore and Puducherry. 
 
(5).Arun and his team begin the Turtle Walk in  . (Fill in the blank.) 
(6).In which cities, have Arun and his team cleaned beaches and various water 
bodies ? 
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The good Lord was extremely busy that day. He was into his six day of 
overtime. When he was working with full concentration, an angel appeared 
and commented, “You are taking so much care for creating this creature.” 
“That’s true”, said the Lord. “Do you want to know the details?” “What are 
they ?” the angel was curious. 
 
(7).How was the Lord working ? 
(8).What did the angel comment ? 
 
One of our favourite festivals in India is Deepavali, or Diwali as it is known in 
the North. There is nothing to match the excitement when crackers go off in the 
night sky with a loud bang and a brilliant shower of colours. Many of us might 
wonder how these fireworks are made, and what goes into them. The physics 
and chemistry of fireworks is as interesting as the sound and the light they 
emit. 
 
(9).Which festival is favourite in India? 
(10).How is Deepavali known in North? 
 
Write a short note focusing the questions:     (03) 
 
(11).Mother a wonderful creation- 
(God worked very hard to create a standard model- perfect- many qualities- 
movable and replaceable parts- magical lap and kiss – very efficient –can 
manage both study and play of a child – self cure when sick) 
 

OR 
(11).Conflict of Ram Singh- with itself- 
(Prem Chopra bought Ram Singh-070- used his robot to steal precious things- 
caught by police –three principles- internal conflict- Ram Singh lost its life 
because of him) 
 
Write whether the sentences are True or False:     (04) 
 
(12).Majority of people living in Taj Nagar are businessmen. 
(13).Helen was taught the first word –d-o-l-l. 
(14).According to Arun ,every school going children should devote two hours a 
week for an environmental cause. 
(15).According to Lord, the mother should have twelve hands. 

Section:-B 
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Read the stanza and answer the questions:     (03) 
 
When you are alone it will sit by your side and whisper in your ear, When you 
are in the crowd, it will fence you about with aloofness. My song will be like a 
pair of wings to your dreams, 
It will transport your heart to the verge of the unknown. 
 
(16).What will the song do when the child is alone? 
(17).What will the song do when the child is in a crowd? 
(18).What will the song do after sitting by the child’s side? 
 
 
Read the paragraph and answer the questions:    (05) 
 
Blackbuck is the fastest of all the antelopes. It is found mainly in India, but also 
in parts of Pakistan, Nepal and some other countries. In India it is found mainly 
in Maharashtra, Orissa, Punjab, Rajasthan, Haryana, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, 
Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. In Gujarat, blackbucks are seen in Saurashtra. Its 
original habitat is open plain and not dense jungles. There is the famous 
Blackbuck National Park at Velavadar in Bhal region of Saurashtra. 
Blackbuck National Park at Velavadar is situated in Bhavnagar District of 
Gujarat State, India. Established in 1976 in the Bhal region of Saurashtra, the 
park is located around 72 km from the district headquarter city of Bhavnagar.  
 
(19).Where is the blackbuck found in India? 
(20).The___________ is at Velavadar. 
(21).When was the Blackbuck National Park established? 
(22).Where is the Blackbuck National Park Situated in Gujarat State? 
(23).Where is the Blackbuck National Park located? 
 
Read the data and answer the following questions:    (05) 
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(24).What is the name of the doctor? 
(25).Where is his clinic? 
(26).What is the name of the patient? 
(27).How old is the patient? 
(28).How many bitter tablets should you take per day? 
 
Read the interview and answer the questions:     (04) 
 
DEO: May I talk to Mr. Patel? 
Mr. Patel: Yes, Mr. Patel here. Who is there? 
DEO: I am DEO from Patan. 
Mr. Patel: Yes, sir. 
DEO: You are ordered to serve in Government School Devpura from tomorrow. 
Mr. Patel: May I know the reason? 
DEO: The in charge of the school is on Maternity leaves for six months. 
Mr. Patel: Oh! I see. 
DEO: You will be called back in Model School Radhanpur as soon as possible. 
Mr. Patel: Sure sir. 
DEO: Mr. Raval is there to assist you. 
Mr. Patel: Thank you, sir. 
 
(29).Where does Mr. Patel serve? 
(30).Where shall Mr. Patel have to serve from tomorrow? 
(31).Why is Mr. Patel ordered to serve in Government School Devpura? 
(32).Who will assist Mr. Patel in Government School? 
 

Section:-C 
Match the language functions with the sentences:    (03) 
 

A B 

33.Unless you read, you will not pass. 

34.It is the time to watch the Mahabharata. 

35.Excuse me! May I help you? 

(a) Describing Time 

(b) Expressing Condition 

(c) Exchanging Niceties 

 
Choose and write the appropriate response to complete the conversation: 
                                                                                                                                 (03) 
(36).Ram: What do you say about her failure? 
          Sita:_______(Showing Contrast) 

(A).She can’t pass because she is lazy girl. 
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(B).In spite of working hard, she failed in exam. 
(C).She is the cleverest girl in the class. 
(D).She failed in exam because she didn’t read much. 

 
(37).Deep: How to make a paper plane? Do you have any idea? 
         Mona: _______(Describing Process) 

(A).Paper plane is the cheapest thing. 
(B).Fold the plain paper properly and make a paper plane. 
(C).Paper plane can’t fly like a real plane. 
(D).Sorry, I don’t have any idea about it. 

 
(38).Teacher: Why were you absent yesterday? 
          Rahul: __________ _  (Showing Reason) 

(A).My mom asked me to be at home. 
(B).I did not write homework. 
(C).I was absent due to my sickness. 
(D).Yesterday was holiday. 

 
Complete the sentences choosing the correct option focusing the functions in 
the brackets:         (03) 
 
(39).Jayesh was more intelligent _______________. (Describing Comparison) 
        (A).as any other boy in the class. 
         (B).then any other boy in the class. 
         (C).than any other girl in the class. 
         (D).than any other boy in the class. 
 
(40).Are you going to take part in the Science Fair __________.(describing 
time) 
         (A).last week? 
         (B).When you will go back. 
         (C).next week. 
         (D).When he saw him. 
 
(41).If Mr. Patel does not go to court ____________.(Expressing condition) 
         (A).he will prove guilty. 
         (B).he will be proved guilty. 
         (C).he will be proving guilty. 
         (D). he will be proves guilty. 
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(42).Complete the paragraph filling in the blanks with the appropriate words 
from the brackets:         (03) 
 
(pleasant, chirping, comparison, healthy) 
 
It is a fresh and  morning. Birds are  and the wind is cool and calm. 
Shubhangi has observed the female in almost all the species is dull in           
with the male. 
 
Find and write the word having nearest meaning:    (03) 
 
(43).puzzled    (A).agitated   (B).amazed (C).confused  (D).surprised  
(44).nervous (A).happy (B). angry  (C).worried  (D).unhappy 
(45).praise (A).admonish (B).shout  (C).criticize  (D).admire 
 

Section-D 
(46).Read the dialogue and complete the indirect narration given below 
choosing the correct option from the brackets:    (02) 
 
Hetal: Today is my birthday. 
Kinjal: Happy birthday to you. 
Hetal: Thank you very much. 
Kinjal: What about party? 
 
Hetal told Kinjal __________ (today, those days, that day) was __________( 
her, him, your) birthday. Kinjal _________ (wanted, wished, wishes) happy 
birthday to Hetal. Hetal thanked Kinjal vey much. Kinjal asked Kinjal 
__________ (whose, what, which ) about party. 
 
Join the sentences using the appropriate conjunctions in the brackets: 
           (03) 
(47).Mansi  invited Sonali. She did not come for the party. (and, but, or). 
 
(48).Manav will drink tea. Manav will drink coffee. ( or, because, and). 
 
(49).Write fast. You will not complete  the paper. (otherwise, and , but) 
 
(50).Rewrite the paragraph filling in the blanks with appropriate words in the 
brackets.          (03) 
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Rani ki Vaav [step well] is am approved site on the world heritage. It was 
declared ________ ( for, as, by)  the UNESCO at the world heritage committee. 
UNESCO has recognized this masterpiece _______ (as, like, for) an exceptional 
example of water management system. It is a wonderful sample of 
technological development for ____________( utilized, utilize, utilizing ) 
ground water resources in a single structure. 
 
Do as directed          (04) 
 
(51). I had translated this poem last week. Mayur helped me for that. I had 
sent it to the publisher. He had accepted it. (Start this way -This poem had 
been translated .....). 
 
(52). Nilam is a beautiful girl. She is fond of her teacher. She does all her work 
herself. Her teacher helps her if she has any trouble. (Start like this-  Brijesh is a  
handsome..........). 
 
Select the questions to get the underlined words/ a phrase as their answers:
           (03)  
(53).A canal was being dug by the workers. 

(A).Who was digging the canal? 
(B).What was being dug by the workers? 
(C).How was a canal being dug by the workers? 
(D).Why was a canal being dug? 

 
(54).He had lived prosperously for about twenty years. 

(A).Why had he lived prosperously? 
(B).Who had lived prosperously? 
(C).How long had he lived prosperously? 
(D).How had he lived for about twenty years? 

 
(55).Rahul went to Dubai for learning architecture . 
        (A). Who went to Dubai for learning architecture? 
         (B).Where did Rahul go for learning architecture ? 
         (C).What did Rahul learn in Dubai? 
         (D).When did Rahul go Dubai? 
 

Section-E 
 
(56). Write a paragraph in about 125 words on the following:   (06) 
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My State Gujarat- 
(Points- situated on the western part of India- neighbouring states- one of the 
most developed states- irrigation- electricity- roads- main crops-traditional 
cloths- delicious food item-sanctuaries-Narsinh , Narmad, Gandhi, Sardar- 
Somnath, Dwarka, Dakor, Palitana,- peace loving and adventurous people) 

OR 
Corona Virus- 
(Points-Covid19- Pandemic- Wuhan- China- treatments-vaccines-symptoms- 
effect on body – spreading – medicines- cure) 

OR 
My Preparation for the board examination- 
(Points- your daily routine- timetable for reading and preparation- food you 
eat- entertainment –techniques of memorization- techniques of understanding 
– advice from parents and teachers – physical facilities you require- help from 
family, friends etc.- your expection about the result ) 
 
 (57).Write an E-mail to your friend on kunjpatel1999@gmail.com giving him 
information about successful participation in the science fair at national level.
           (05) 

OR 
Prepare a short report in about 80 words on a book fair that was held at Town 
Hall 
(Points-Venue- different stalls- English- Gujarati- literature- various types of 
books-educational CDs, musicals CDS) 
 
(58).Describing the picture in about ten sentences:    (05) 
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Annual Examination Paper: 2020-21 
Subject: English SL (16) 

Time: 3 Hrs.    Standard: 10   Marks: 80 
 

Section:-A 
Read the extracts and answer the questions:     (10) 
 
In Kerala, The Palakkad District Public Library has been up and running since 
September 2013. It is a fine modern library, a center for information, 
knowledge, wisdom, cultural activities, research and references. A third of its 
thousand members are women. The library launched a women’s unit in 
February 2014. The unit got together to discuss methods of empowering 
women. 
 
(1).Where is The Palakkad District Public Library situated? 
(2).When was a women’s unit launched? 
 
“Please, come this way.” The salesman led him through a brightly-lit, richly-
carpeted gallery into a huge dome-shaped hall glowing with fluorescent light. 
The right corner appeared to be crowded with robots in metallic silver, electric 
blue and green. Some were moving about as if practicing to walk while some 
stood still switched out of operation. Just as Prem Chopra stepped on the 
threshold of the hall, one of the robots swiftly came forward. “Good day, Sir. 
Welcome to Super Robots Plaza. We hope your visit here proves worthwhile.”, 
the silver robot said in a metallic voice. “Brilliant !”, mumbled Prem Chopra, 
somewhat bewildered. 
 
(3).What did Prem Chopra see in the right corner of the hall ? 
(4)What were the robots doing ? 
  
I have supportive parents who understood that my interest was the 
environment. They have never stopped me from doing what I want. On my 
part, I also made sure that I did not fail my parents in any way. I always 
informed them about everything I did and took their advice before jumping into 
actions. 
 
(5).How can you say that Arun’s parents were supportive ?  
(6).About what did Arun inform his parents ? 
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“All her parts should be movable and replaceable too. She had a lap that 
disappears when she stands up. I have to endow her with a kiss that can cure 
everything - from a broken leg to a broken heart. Moreover, she has to have six 
pairs of hands. She must be able to run on any food available....... and should 
have three pairs of eye.” 
 
(7).What happens when she stands up ? 
(8).How many pairs of hands she has ? 
 
One of our favourite festivals in India is Deepavali, or Diwali as it is known in 
the North. There is nothing to match the excitement when crackers go off in the 
night sky with a loud bang and a brilliant shower of colours. Many of us might 
wonder how these fireworks are made, and what goes into them. The physics 
and chemistry of fireworks is as interesting as the sound and the light they 
emit. 
 
(9).What is interesting about Fireworks? 
(10).Find out the similar meaning for “Exit” 

 
Write a short note focusing the questions:     (03) 
 
(11).Anne Sullivan – a wonderful teacher- 
(Teacher for the deaf and blind- changed Helen’s life –First taught her spellings 
with finger movements in her palm- satisfied Helen’s curiosity- taught her to 
use normal and brail  typewriter- sacrificed her eye sight for Helen?  
 

OR 
(11).Qualities found in mother- 
(god wanted the mother to be perfect- blessed her with many qualities- kiss 
that can cure anything- heal herself- soft but tough) 
 
Write whether the sentences are True or False:     (04) 
 
(12).The Lord was extremely busy when the angel came. 
(13).Water is the basis of life so we should not pollute water bodies. 
(14).The railways agreed to build the station in Taj Nagar. 
(15). ‘Pyr’ is a Spanish word which means fireworks. 
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Section:-B 
Read the stanza and answer the questions:     (03) 
 
When you are alone it will sit by your side and whisper in your ear, When you 
are in the crowd, it will fence you about with aloofness. My song will be like a 
pair of wings to your dreams, 
It will transport your heart to the verge of the unknown. 
 
(16).When will the song fence the boy? 
(17).What will the song be like to the child’s dream? 
(18).Where will the song transport the child’s heart? 
 
Read the paragraph and answer the questions:    (05) 
 
Blackbuck is the fastest of all the antelopes. It is found mainly in India, but also 
in parts of Pakistan, Nepal and some other countries. In India it is found mainly 
in Maharashtra, Orissa, Punjab, Rajasthan, Haryana, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, 
Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. In Gujarat, blackbucks are seen in Saurashtra. Its 
original habitat is open plain and not dense jungles. There is the famous 
Blackbuck National Park at Velavadar in Bhal region of Saurashtra. 
Blackbuck National Park at Velavadar is situated in Bhavnagar District of 
Gujarat State, India. Established in 1976 in the Bhal region of Saurashtra, the 
park is located around 72 km from the district headquarter city of Bhavnagar.  
 
(19). In how many states is the blackbuck found in India? 
(20).Where is Velavadar situated? 
(21).Find out the names of countries where blackbucks are found. 
(22).What is Velavadar famous for? 
(23).What is special about the blackbuck? 
 
Read the data and answer the following questions:    (05) 
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(24).What is sold in Mohanlal store? 
(25).What is the timing of the showroom? 
(26).Where is the showroom located? 
(27).How much discount is offered? 
(28).You cannot visit the shop on Sunday. True or False? 
 
Read the interview and answer the questions:     (04) 

 
(29).What is Mrs. Dave’s work experience? 
(30).How much did she earn as a principal? 
(31).For which post has Mrs. Dave applied? 
(32).How much salary did they offer for the post of an administrator? 
 

Section:-C 
Match the language functions with the sentences:    (03) 

A B 

33.The Monsoon festival is organized in the 

month of August. 

34.The main attraction of the Disneyland is an 

old       fashioned train. 

35.Seema, you can neither sing nor dance. 

(a) Describing Place 

(b) Alternative Choice 

(c) Describing Time 

 
 
 
 
 

Interviewer : What post have you applied for Mrs. Dave? 

Mrs. Dave : Sir, I have applied for the post of an 

administrator.  

Interviewer : Do you have any work experience? 

Mrs. Dave : Yes, sir. I worked as a Principal in Uma Vidyalaya for 7 years.  

Interviewer : How much salary do you expect? 

Mrs. Dave : I earned about 45,000 Rs. per month as a principal. 

Interviewer : Well, I offer you 50,000 Rs. per month with additional 

perks. 

Mrs. Dave : Give me a day to think about your offer. 
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Choose and write the appropriate response to complete the conversation:   
(03) 

(36).Raj: You have broken the window glass of your classroom. The teacher will 
punish when she comes to know. What will you say her to save yourself from 
punishment? 
       Jay:____________  (Making a Request) 

(A).Who is she to punish me? 
(B).It is done by Roma. 
(C).Please, pardon me. I assure the same will not happen in future. 
(D).If you punish me, I shall complain to principal. 

 
(37).A: How many pencils did you buy yesterday? 
       B: ____________  (Expressing Number) 

(A).I did not buy pencils. I bought pens. 
(B).I bought 10 pencils yesterday. 
(C).The students of secondary section should write with pen. 
(D).None of the above. 

(38).Vandana: Where will you go in this summer vacation? 
         Jasmin: ___________ (Expressing Alternative Choice) 

(A).I shall go either Mumbai or Mahabaleshwar. 
(B).Mumbai is better than Mahabaleshwar. 
(C).I shall go to Mumbai and Mahabaleshwar. 
(D).I shall not go anywhere in this vacation. 

 
 
Complete the sentences choosing the correct option focusing the functions in 
the brackets:         (03) 
 
(39)._____________ your school bag! (Asking Permission) 
        (A).Am I taken ? 
         (B).Have I taken? 
         (C).Had I take? 
         (D).May I take? 
(40).You __________________.(Offering suggestion) 
         (A).should revise your online lecture. 
         (B).shall revise your online lecture. 
         (C).can revise your online lecture. 
         (D).is revising your online lecture. 
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(41)._____________ is going to Dwarka. (Showing alternative) 
         (A).Keya and Keyur 
         (B).Nor Keya Neither Keyur 
         (C).Neither Keya Nor Keyur 
         (D).Either Keya and Keyut 
(42).Complete the paragraph filling in the blanks with the appropriate words 
from the brackets:         (03) 
 
(betray, confident, overcrowded, full) 
  
The next day, the  court was  with people keen to watch a robot in the 
witness  box.  Councel  Goel  was  ticking  points  till  the  last  moment.  He 
appeared 
    and  crisp  but  was  Prem  Chopra.  Never  would  this  machine  man 
   his master. 
 
Find and write the word having nearest meaning:    (03) 
 
(43).quarrel (A).fight (B).peace (C).argument (D).beating  
(44).ability  (A).rise (B).skill (C).art   (D).fun 
(45).deny (A).refuse (B).accept (C).clay  (D).depend 
 

Section-D 
(46).Read the dialogue and complete the indirect narration given below 
choosing the correct option from the brackets:    (02) 
 
Father: Did you take your medicine? 
Krutika: No, I haven’t .It’s so bitter. 
Father: Please take your medicine. Next time , we will ask the doctor to give 
you sweet medicines only. 
 
Father asked Krutika _______________( that, to, if) she had taken her 
medicine. Krutika _____________ (positively, negatively, bluntly) replied that 
she hadn’t and(told, ordered, requested)  to take her medicine and added that 
the following time, they would ask the doctor to give her sweet medicines 
only. 
 
Join the sentences using the appropriate conjunctions in the brackets:(03) 
(47).Payal can speak English. She cannot speak Marathi. (and, so. But) 
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(48).Smeet does not like panipuri. He does not like dabeli.(either… or, because, 
neither…nor) 
 
(49).Everybody is at home. There is Bharat bandh today. (so, or , but ) 
 
(50).Rewrite the paragraph filling in the blanks with appropriate words in the 
brackets.          (03) 
 
He had ____________( a, an,the ) one rupee coin in his pocket. He looked 
___________( sad, sadly, happily ) at the sweets. He wanted to ___________ 
(by, bye, buy) gulabjamun but he did not have enough money. 
 
Do as directed          (04) 
 
(51). Niraj plays carom everyday. He can play chess too. He has won many 
shields  in carom. He has defeated some champions also. (Start this way- 
Carom is played by Niraj...) 
 
(52). The teacher is telling a story. The children are listening to her. But Rohan 
is getting bored. He is thinking of playing cricket. (Start this way – The teacher 
was ..............) 
 
 
Select the questions to get the underlined words/ a phrase as their answers:
           (03)  
(53).Mother is a wonderful creation of God. 
        (A).How is a mother wonderful creation of God? 
        (B).What is a wonderful creation of God? 
        (C).Why is a mother wonderful creation of God? 
        (D).Is a mother a wonderful creation of God? 
 
 (54).They gave up job on Monday. 
        (A).When did  they give up job? 
        (B). Why did they give up job? 
        (C). How did they give up job? 
        (D).Who gave up job? 
(55).The mineral oil is refined in refineries. 
         (A).How is the mineral oil refined?                  
         (B).Why is the mineral oil refined?                     
         (C).When is the mineral oil refined ?                         
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         (D).Where is the mineral oil refined? 
  

Section-E 
(56). Write a paragraph in about 125 words on the following:   (06) 
 
The sportsman I like most 
(Points-name- game- native place- qualities- record-contribution to the nation- 
why you like him- best wishes for him) 

OR 
A visit to a bank- 
(Points-saving from pocket money- father’s advice- visited a bank- assistant 
manager’s help- different accounts- decided to open a saving account) 

OR 
My neighbours 
(Points-names- family members- their good qualities- how you enjoy your time 
together- how you help one another – special event showing love and care) 
 
(57).Krishna Ahir writes an e-mail to her friend Jaimi Ahir on 
jaimi1234@gmail.com about the importance of good health, physical fitness 
and simple diet.         (05) 

OR 
Prepare a short report in about 80 words on how the Teachers’ Day was 
celebrated in you school. 
(Points-student teachers- boys in tidy dresses – girls in ‘saris’- their 
performance in the classrooms- response from students- observation of 
regular teachers- prizes given to the best student  teachers at the end of the 
day) 
 
(58).Describing the picture in about ten sentences:    (05) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:jaimi1234@gmail.com
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Annual Examination Paper: 2020-21 
Subject: English SL (16) 

Time: 3 Hrs.    Standard: 10   Marks: 80 
 

Section:-A 
Read the extracts and answer the questions:     (10) 
 
Most of the three thousand people living in the village are farmers. But such 
was the burning desire to have station in the village, everybody contributed 
accordingly to their capacity. Ranging from three thousand rupees to seventy-
five thousand rupees. “They donated money for the station and we started the 
construction in January 2008,” said Ranjit Singh, a former village sarpanch. 
 
(1).What are most of the people living in the village? 
(2).What shows the burning desire of the people to have a station in the 
village? 
 
“Please, come this way.” The salesman led him through a brightly-lit, richly-
carpeted gallery into a huge dome-shaped hall glowing with fluorescent light. 
The right corner appeared to be crowded with robots in metallic silver, electric 
blue and green. Some were moving about as if practicing to walk while some 
stood still switched out of operation. Just as Prem Chopra stepped on the 
threshold of the hall, one of the robots swiftly came forward. “Good day, Sir. 
Welcome to Super Robots Plaza. We hope your visit here proves worthwhile.”, 
the silver robot said in a metallic voice. “Brilliant !”, mumbled Prem Chopra, 
somewhat bewildered. 
 
(3).What was Prem Chopra’s reaction when he was greeted by a robot ? 
(4).The gallery was  and  . (Fill in the blanks.) 
 
I have supportive parents who understood that my interest was the 
environment. They have never stopped me from doing what I want. On my 
part, I also made sure that I did not fail my parents in any way. I always 
informed them about everything I did and took their advice before jumping into 
actions. 

(5). Arun also made sure that  . (Complete the 
sentence.) 

(6). Arun was supported by his parents in doing what he wanted. (True or False) 
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“One pair that sees her children through closed doors. Another pair to look at 
the children and say, ‘I understand and I love you without uttering a word. And 
the third pair to see all secret things without opening them.” 
“Lord !” requested the angel. “Please go to bed, do not take so much trouble in 
a single day.” 
 
(7).What is the function of one pair of eyes ? 
(8).What did the angel request the Lord ? 
 
The science of fireworks is technically called ‘pyrotechnics’ – from the Greek 
word, ‘pyr’ meaning fire and ‘technics’ meaning an art. Pyrotechnics includes 
not only fireworks but also a whole range of devices that use similar materials 
and principles, from safety matches that we use every day to solid fuel rocket 
boosters of the space shuttle. The household match is considered a special 
pyrotechnic device, as all the pyrotechnic effects – heat, smoke, light, gas, and 
sound are present in it. 
 
(9).What is Pyrotechnics? 
(10).What does Pyrotechnics include? 
 
Write a short note focusing the questions:     (03) 
(11).Palakkad’s District Library- 

 When was it established ? How is it different? 

 Separate reading room for women- Which activities are carried out for 
women? 

 How does it help wpmen? 
 

OR 
(11).Lord’s efforts to make standard model of a mother- 
Lord was busy- sixth day of overtime- working with full concentration – wanted 
the model to be perfect-so decided to give her many qualities) 
 
Write whether the sentences are True or False:     (04) 
 
(12).Arun Krishnamurthy is an ecologist. 
(13).Ramsingh -070 never harm humans. 
(14).God put tears into model of mother to express only pain. 
(15).Solar Power is a smokeful source of light. 
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Section:-B 
Read the stanza and answer the questions:     (03) 
 
It will be like the faithful star overhead when dark night is over your road, 
My song will sit in the pupils of your eyes, and will carry your sight into the 
heart of things. And when my voice is silent in death, my song will speak in your 
living heart. 
 
(16).What will the song be in the dark night? 
(17).What will the song do like a faithful star? 
(18).Where will the song stay /sit? 
 
Read the paragraph and answer the questions:    (05) 
 
Four rupees in my pocket to pay the school fees. When I got there I found that 
the teacher who collected the fees, Master Ghulam Mohammed, was on leave 
and so the fees would be collected the next day. All through the day the coins 
simply sat in my pocket, but once school got over and I was on my way, they 
began to speak. 
All right. Coins don’t talk. They jingle or go khanak- khanak. But that day they 
actually spoke! one coin said,” What are you thinking about those fresh, hot 
jalebis? Jalebis are meant to be eaten and only those with money in their 
pocket can eat them.” “ 
Look here, you four rupees,” I said to them.” I am a good boy. Don’t misguide 
me or it won’t be good for you. Besides, you are my fees money. If I spend you 
today, then how shall I show my face to Master Ghulam Mohammed in school 
tomorrow?’’ 
 
(19).In which standard was the boy? 
(20).The boy took four rupees……………………… 
(21).Why did not the boy pay the fees? 
(22).‘Jalebis’ are meant to be eaten’ Who said this sentence ? 
(23).How much money did the boy have? 
 
Read the data and answer the following questions:    (05) 

No. Title of the Poem Name of the Poet Remark 

1 My Song Rabindranath Tagore -- 

2 Pencil Jayant Parmar Translated by: BaidarBhakt 

3 Growing Brooke Muller -- 

4 Vanilla Twilight Adam Young  
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(24).This is the data about   
(A).Poets and their poems 
(B)Authors and their articles 
(C).Painters and their paintings 

(25).Who wrote the poem- My song?  
(26).Which poem is translated by Baidar Bhakt? 
(27).How many poems are written by the Indian poets? 
(28).Who wrote the poem – Vanilla Twilight? 
 
Read the interview and answer the questions:     (04) 

 
 
(29).Where will the project be presented? 
(30).Why does Soham need more time to complete the project? 
(31).Has Soham already completed the project? 
(32).An act of taking part is called …… 

Section:-C 
Match the language functions with the sentences:    (03) 

 A B 

33.What is the cost of this sari? 

34.If you are busy, you need not attend the  

function. 

35.Mr. Mehta is sixty years old man. 

(a) Describing Person 

(b) Making Inquiry 

(c) Expressing Condition 

 
Choose and write the appropriate response to complete the conversation:   

(03) 
 

: Have you made any project regarding environment? 

: Yes, I have but it is not fully completed. 

: What’s the reason, dear? 

: Because I wish to add some new details in it. 

: It’s OK. Do it as early as possible, dear. 

: Please give me two or three days for that, sir. 

: Sure, but make it so fine because you are going to participate in a state 

level competition. 

Teacher 

Soham 

Teacher 

Soham 

Teacher 

Soham 

Teacher 
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(36).Arman: Say something about Maths’ question paper. 
        Rehan: __________ (Showing Result) 

(A).Maths’ question paper was the easiest one. 
(B).The question paper was too tough to answer properly. 
(C).Maths is the easiest subject. 
(D).Maths is easier than many other subjects. 

 
(37).Madhvi: Say something about Shreya’s possibility of passing in HSC  exam.  
        Armaan: ____________ (Expressing Condition) 

(A).Unless Shreya reads, she will not pass. 
(B).Shreya will pass with flying colours. 
(C).Shreya is one of the cleverest girls in the class. 
(D).Shreya should read much to pass in exam. 

 
(38).A: Explain the method of lemon juice. 
       B:___________  (Expressing Process) 

(A).Cut the lemon, add some sugar and make lemon juice. 
(B).Lemon juice is tastier than apple juice. 
(C).Lemon juice is too sweet to be tasted by all. 
(D).Lemon juice is made in order to serve the guests. 

 
Complete the sentences choosing the correct option focusing the functions in 
the brackets:         (03) 
 
(39).______________ she was not satisfied with her victory. (Indicating 
contrast) 
         (A).Although Dhruvi won, 
         (B).As Dhruvi won,  
         (C).Because Dhruvi won, 
         (D).In order to Dhruvi won, 
 
(40).Jignesh has complained the principal ___________.(Showing reason) 
         (A).inspite of his books are stolen  in the class. 
         (B).though his books are stolen in the class.  
         (C).because his books are stolen in the class. 
         (D).so his books are stolen in the class. 
 
(41).Rajkot is ______________.(comparing things) 
         (A).most polluted than any other city in Gujarat. 
         (B).polluted more than any other city in Gujarat. 
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         (C).as polluted as any other city in Gujarat. 
         (D).more polluted than any other city in Gujarat. 
   
(42).Complete the paragraph filling in the blanks with the appropriate words 
from the brackets:         (03) 
 
(principal, principle, delightedly, notice) 
 
Prem  Chopra  heard  the first _  and it impressed him. He did not take 
   of the other two.  He nodded  and assigned the sale deed and contract 
of ‘no misuse of the robot.’ 
 
Find and write the word having nearest meaning:    (03) 
 
(43).plead (A).argue (B).order (C).beg (D).command  
(44).offer  (A).sell (B).ask (C).take (D).give 
(45).reveal (A).see (B).notice (C).tell (D).hide 
 

Section-D 
(46).Read the dialogue and complete the indirect narration given below 
choosing the correct option from the brackets:    (02) 
 
Dr.Bansi : What is your problem dear? 
Sonia: I have a severe toothache. 
Dr. Bansi: Open your mouth. 
Sonia: Sorry doctor. I can’t even open my mouth. 
 
Dr. Bansi asked Sonia ____________( if, that, what) her problem was. Sonia 
replied that she ___________( has, had, had been) a severe headache. Dr. 
Bansi told Sonia ____________ ( to, if that)  open her mouth. Sonia 
___________ ( thanked, apologized, suggested) to Dr. Bansi and told that she 
couldn’t even open her mouth. 
 
Join the sentences using the appropriate conjunctions in the brackets:(03) 
(47).Run fast. You will miss the train. (neither…. Nor, but, otherwise) 
 
(48).It was raining heavily. He got late for the bus. (so, or , but ) 
 
(49).Honest persons don’t tell lies. They don’t cheat others.  
                                                                            (and, either…or…,neither…nor…) 
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 (50).Rewrite the paragraph filling in the blanks with appropriate words in 
the brackets.         (03) 
 
Tarak: Let’s visit Taj Mahal at Agra. 
Anjali: How shall we go? 
Tarak:  We will go by train. 
Anjali: What a wonderful idea! 
 
Tarak ____________ ( suggested, told, advised) Anjali that they  should visit Taj 
Mahal at Agra. Anjali asked Tarak how they ______________ (should, will, 
would) go. Tarak replied that _____________ (we , you, they ) would go by 
train. Anjali ______________ (asked, exclaimed, suggested ) that it was a very 
wonderful idea. 
 
Do as directed          (04) 
 
(51). We will start our class work tomorrow. No Pupil should neglect studies. 
You will learn every lesson thoroughly.  It can give you full satisfaction.(Start 
this way-Our class will be...) 
 
(52).  Anita is my classmate. She is very active. We all like her very much. She is 
a good singer. (Start like this: Ankit is….) 
 
Select the questions to get the underlined words/ a phrase as their answers:
           (03)  
(53).I visited him in the hospital the night before he died. 
      (A).Why did you visit him in the hospital?                  
      (B).Whom did you visit him in the hospital?                     
      (C).When did you visit him in the hospital?                         
      (D).Where did you visit him? 
 
(54).Anil always helps the needy  to get satisfaction. 

(A).Why does Anil get satisfaction? 
(B).Why does Anil helps the needy? 
(C).Who helps the needy? 
(D).Why does Anil help the needy? 

 
(55).Walt Disney materialized his dream with hard work 

(A).With which did Walt Disney materialize his dream? 
(B).Who had materialized his dream with hard work? 
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(C).What did Walt Disney materialize? 
(D).What did Walt Disney do? 

 
Section-E 

(56). Write a paragraph in about 125 words on the following:   (06) 
 
My dearest Mummy- 
(Points-Different members in the family- Mummy dearest –her name-age – 
appearance- education- hygiene- her nature and different qualities – why 
dearest to you? 

OR 
Save the trees and trees will save you- 
(Points- Our environment is in danger- benefits of the forests – plantation of 
more trees is a great movement- your contribution) 

OR 
Computer- 
(Points-marvellous- invention – works miracles- form –function- uses at various 
places –need of time- our efficient servant) 
 
(57).Write an E-mail  to your friend thanking her on 
vanditaptl4527@gmail.com  for the great hospitability that you received at 
her birthday party.  (05) 

OR 
Prepare a brief report on Maths- Science exhibition held at your school. 
(Points-Venue- time –participants- visitors- set up- working models- charts- 
sections- enthusiastic students- judges- praise) 
 
(58).Describing the picture in about ten sentences:    (05) 
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Annual Examination Paper: 2020-21 
Subject: English SL (16) 

Time: 3 Hrs.    Standard: 10   Marks: 80 
 

Section:-A 
Read the extracts and answer the questions:     (10) 
 
Most of the three thousand people living in the village are farmers. But such 
was the burning desire to have station in the village, everybody contributed 
accordingly to their capacity. Ranging from three thousand rupees to seventy-
five thousand rupees. “They donated money for the station and we started the 
construction in January 2008,” said Ranjit Singh, a former village sarpanch. 
 
(1).What was the burning desire of the people? 
(2)When did the construction of the station begin? 
 
Ram Singh-070 followed Prem Chopra like a faithful dog when he stopped at 
Gopal Jewellers. Through the glass window, he saw a generous display of gold 
ornaments. Quickly Prem Chopra disappeared around the corner and spoke 
into the remote control – softly and clearly. “Pick up a necklace and hide. No 
noise. Information not to be revealed. Top secret. Otherwise I will defuse your 
system.”, he threatened. 
 
(3)From where did Prem Chopra steal ornaments ? 
(4).Which instructions were given to the robot to pick up the necklace ? 
 
I have teachers who taught me how to go about things. They also taught me 
humility --- so that I did not become snobbish or arrogant and start thinking I 
was a superstar because I was doing all this environment work. They taught me 
to be simple and keep learning all the time. 
 
(5).Who taught Arun humility ? Why ? 
(6).An arrogant person is the person who has insulting attitude. (True or False) 
 
The angel was impressed. He went closer to the model and moved his finger 
across the cheek, “Oh Lord, her eyes are leaking !” “How did this happen ? It 
must be a tear.  I have not put   it there. It is a miracle !” The lord exclaimed. 
“But, what is a tear for, my Lord ?” “It is something unique. May be it is for pair, 
for Joy, Pride, disappointment, loneliness’ the Lord explained. 
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(7).Where did the angel move his finger ? 
(8)______________eyes were leaking. 
(a) Angel (b) the Lord (c) Model of the mother 
 
Some historians say that ‘black powder, the basic material used in fireworks, 
was invented in India. Shukranti, written more than two thousand year ago, has 
references to weapons similar to guns and projectile weapons. However , the 
Chinese are generally considered the pioneers of pyrotechnics. 
 
(9).Which is the basic material used in fireworks? 
(10).Who has written about fireworks? When? 
 
Write a short note focusing the questions:     (03) 
 
(11).Arun – A Young Environmentalist : 

 Who founded an NGO? 

 When did he find an NGO? 

 What do Arun and his volunteers do? 

 Why did he leave the job at Google? 
 

OR 
(11).Helen Keller: a gifted learner- 

 What problem did she have? 

 Who helped her? 

 How did she learn to speak? 

 When did she pass her school exam? 

 When did she join the college? 

 When did she graduated?  
Write whether the sentences are True or False:     (04) 
 
(12).On getting a burn due to fireworks, you should apply oil on it first. 
(13).Prem Chopra was released on bail. 
(14).There is no pollution because of Solar Power. 
(15).Helen was the first deaf and blind to complete graduation. 

Section:-B 
Read the stanza and answer the questions:     (03) 
 
My daughter 
Little dear daughter Lights a pencil With a sharpener. 
The sky of the white paper 
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Begins to be filled with light. 
 
(16).When does the sky of white paper begin to be filled with light? 
(17).The white paper fills the sky with the light. True or false? 
(18).With what does the little girl light a pencil? 
 
Read the paragraph and answer the questions:    (05) 
 
In the morning, just like any other day, I went to school. I knew I would get the 
previous month’s scholarship that day and once I’d paid the fees with that 
amount, the jalebis would be completely digested.But when I got to school. I 
found out that the scholarship was going to be paid the following month. My 
head started to spin. 
Master Ghulam Mohammed announced that the fees would be taken during the 
recess. When the recess bell rang, I left the school and walked on and on. 
Finally,I reached the railway station. I started praying to Allah miyan, “ just this 
once save me. Order a farishta to pass by and drop just four rupees in my 
pocket. I promise I will use them only to pay my fees and not to eat jalebis.” 
 
(19).What did the boy come to know? 
(20).Where did the boy go? 
(21).The boy paid the fees during the recess. True or false? 
(22).What did the boy pray to Allah miyan? 
(23).What did the boy promise Allah miyan? 
 
Read the data and answer the following questions:    (05) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(24).To whom is this notice given? 
(25).The articles must be submitted _________________. 
(26).How should the articles be written? 
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(27).Students should given the articles directly to the General Secretary. True 
or False? 
(28).Pranshi is in std.6. Can she submit articles for the wall magazine? 
 
Read the interview and answer the questions:     (04) 

 
(29).John and Martin are discussing about_____________ 
(30).What was Martin’s thrilling experience? 
(31).Where will John find the photos of Brazil-tour? 
(32).Which was the unforgettable visit of Martin? 
 

Section:-C 
Match the language functions with the sentences:    (03) 

A B 

33.Mehsana is 100 km away from Radhanpur. 

34.Manan has been on the play ground since 

morning. 

35.All the best for your entrance exam. 

(a) Point of Time 

(b) Exchanging Niceties 

(c) Showing Distance 

 
Choose and write the appropriate response to complete the conversation:   
           (03) 
 
(36).Jay:When did you visit the museum? 
         Veer: _______ (Describing Time) 

(A).I visited the museum to see ancient things. 
(B).The museum is near Tagore hall. 
(C).The museum was closed on that day. 
(D).I visited the museum yesterday. 

 
 

Have you ever been to Brazil? 

Yes, I have been. I can’t forget my special visit of the great Amazon. 

Did you see any Anaconda python there? 

Yes, It did. It was during the boating in Amazon. It was a frightening 

experience. 

Do you have any pictures of your Brazil tour? 

Yes, I have already shared them on face book. You may find them 

on Instagram also. 

: OK. I’m eager to see them and I will. 

John 

John : 

Martin : 

John : 

Martin : 

John : 

Martin : 
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(37).Ram: Say something about the Statue of Unity. 
        Shyam: ____ (Showing Comparison) 

(A).The Statue of Unity is in Gujarat. 
(B).The Statue of Unity is the highest monument. 
(C).I don’t know anything about the Statue of Unity. 
(D).I visited the Statue of Unity in order to see Sardar Patel. 

 
(38).Nehal: Who is Dr. Prashant Parihar? Do you know him? 
         Sejal:________  (Describing Person) 

(A).Don’t ask me about him. 
(B).He might be a man of big moustache. 
(C).Dr. Parihar is the man who is working in B.Ed college. 
(D).Don’t you know him? 

Complete the sentences choosing the correct option focusing the functions in 
the brackets:         (03) 
 
(39).Cut the vegetables ____________.( Describing process) 
         (A).and put them into the pan. 
         (B).to put them into the pan. 
         (C).putting them into the pan. 
         (D).has put them into the pan. 
 
(40).Mr.  Miraj Desai comes ___________.(Specifying place) 
        (A).for Rajkot. 
         (B).from Rajkot. 
         (C).between Rajkot. 
         (D). with Rajkot. 
 
(41).Nirav ________________.( Describing past) 
        (A).is writing an assignment last week. 
         (B).written an assignment last week. 
         (C).have written an assignment last week. 
         (D).  wrote an assignment last week. 
 
(42).Complete the paragraph filling in the blanks with the appropriate words 
from the brackets:         (03) 
 
(pooled in, built, decided) 
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The villagers  to take the matters into their own hands. They  twenty-
one lakh rupees and   a railway station on their own. 
 
Find and write the word having nearest meaning:    (03) 
 
(43).manage   (A).deal for    (B).look at  (C).look into  (D).deal with  
(44).stress  (A).relaxation (B).tension (C).calmness  (D).peace 
(45).vacant- (A).available    (B).impatient (C).patient  (D).active 

Section-D 
(46).Read the dialogue and complete the indirect narration given below 
choosing the correct option from the brackets:    (02) 
 
Vrutika: Wow! It’s  a nice necklace. 
Priti :  Thank you. I like this necklace very much. 
Vrutika: How much is it! 
 
Vrutika: _______________( exclaimed sadly, exclaimed with disgust, exclaimed 
with praise ) .Priti ____________ ( advised, told, thanked)  her and 
______________ (asks, tells, added ) that  she ____________ ( liked, likes, has 
liked ) that necklace very much. Vrutika asked her how much it was. 
 
Join the sentences using the appropriate conjunctions in the brackets: (03) 
(47).Yanni goes to Veraval. Yanni goes to Junagadh. ( either ... or, neither... 
nor) 
 
(48).Patel Jay is a clever boy. Desai Karan is a clever boy. (so, but , and ) 
 
(49). It can solve many mathematical problems. It cannot feel like human 
beings.         (but, therefore, and) 
 
(50).Rewrite the paragraph filling in the blanks with appropriate words in the 
brackets.          (03) 
Many many years _____________ ( after, ago, because) there lived a clever 
man in South India. ___________(his , him, your) was Tenali Raman. He had a 
great sense _____________( of , for, from ) humour. 
 
Do as directed          (04) 
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(51). We get wood from the trees. Trees give shade to birds and animals. We 
should grow more trees. We must  not cut trees.( Start this way- Wood  is 
got...). 
(52). These boys like to watch movies. They watch new movies every week. 
Yet, they are studying well. Because they know what is proper for them.( Begin 
like this – This boy likes to watch……) 
 
Select the questions to get the underlined words/ a phrase as their answers:
           (03)  
(53).The blackbuck is hunted for its flesh and its skin. 
         (A).How is the blackbuck hunted?                  
         (B).Why is the blackbuck hunted?                      
         (C).When is the blackbuck hunted?                         
         (D).Where is the blackbuck hunted ?    
 
(54).The robot does not disobey the masters.  
         (A).How does the robot not obey the masters?                  
         (B).Why does the robot not disobey the masters?                     
         (C).When does the robot not disobey the masters?                         
        (D).Who does not disobey the masters? 
 
(55).Suddenly Miss Sullivan put her hand under the tap. 
       (A).How did Miss Sullivan put her hand under the tap?                  
       (B).Why did Miss Sullivan put her hand under the tap?                     
       (C).When did Miss Sullivan put her hand under the tap?                         
       (D).What did Miss Sullivan do suddenly? 
 

Section-E 
(56). Write a paragraph in about 125 words on the following:   (06) 
Yoga- 
(Points- Our ancient heritage- light exercise- type of yogasanas- make body 
flexible- help to improve memory- reduce fat-mental peace- keep us active and 
cheerful for the whole day) 

OR 
India-  
(Points- India- yesterday and today, education, agriculture , industry, 
technology, use of computers, improved life –style) 

OR 
Book: Our best Friend- 
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(Points-Choice of books- enrich the knowledge –quicken the information –
friends to the lonely-companion to the deserted –give happiness and pleasure) 
 
 
(57).Hardik writes an e-mail in about 30 words to his friend zeel on 
zeel789@gmail.com congratulating him on getting good result in the first 
school test.          (05) 

OR 
A health check up camp was organized in your school. Prepare a short report 
on it. 
(Points- Place- time- inauguration- doctors- patients- diagnosed- advice) 
 
(58).Describing the picture in about ten sentences:    (05) 
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Annual Examination Paper: 2020-21 
Subject: English SL (16) 

Time: 3 Hrs.    Standard: 10   Marks: 80 
 

Section:-A 
Read the extracts and answer the questions:     (10) 
 
For twenty-five years, residents of Taj Nagar village near Gurugram lobbied for 
a railway station in their village. When their demand was not met, the villagers 
decided to take matters into their own hands. They pooled in twenty one lakh 
rupees and built a railway station on their own. 
 
(1).For what did the residents of Tajnagar lobby? How long? 
(2).What did the villagers decide? Why? 
 
From expensive antiques to ornaments and precious stones, the shop-lifting 
went on for some days without any trace of anxiety and recognition in the 
beginning. But the confused reactions of shop-owners gradually became louder. 
Unaware, Prem Chopra went on with his shop-lifting spree until a young fruit 
vendor noticed an expensive bunch of Afghani grapes disappearing inside the 
metallic blue robot. 
 
(3).What things did Prem Chopra steal ? 
(4).What did a fruit vendor notice ? 
 
I have teachers who taught me how to go about things. They also taught me 
humility --- so that I did not become snobbish or arrogant and start thinking I 
was a superstar because I was doing all this environment work. They taught me 
to be simple and keep learning all the time. 
 
(5).Arun’steacherstaughthimhow  andalsotobesimpleandkeep  . (Fill in 
the blanks.) 
(6).Find out a synonym for humbleness from the text. 
       humbleness - 
 
The angel was impressed. He went closer to the model and moved his finger 
across the cheek, “Oh Lord, her eyes are leaking !” “How did this happen ? It 
must be a tear.  I have not put   it there. It is a miracle !” The lord exclaimed. 
“But, what is a tear for, my Lord ?” “It is something unique. May be it is for pair, 
for Joy, Pride, disappointment, loneliness’ the Lord explained. 
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(7).‘Unique’ means..................... 
(8).The Lord put tears for .................. 
 
They are said to have developed, ‘black powder’ more than one thousand years 
ago. It took at least two hundred years for the knowledge to spread to the west 
, and it was only in 1242 that an English monk, Roger Bacon, revealed the 
formula for “ black powder “. He considered it such a dangerous substance that 
he wrote of it in a code language. 
 
(9).Who revealed the formula for “black powder”? When? 
(10).Why did Roger Bacon write about black powder in code language? 
 
Write a short note focusing the questions:     (03) 
 
(11).Anne Sullivan: A wonderful teacher: 

 What was Miss Anne Sullivan ? 

 When did she visit Helen first? 

 How did she teach Helen? 

 What happened to her? 

 What did she sacrifice for Helen? 

 When did she loss her eyes? 
 

OR 
 
(11).An Sullivan – a wonderful teacher: 

 What was Miss Sullivan? 

 How did she teach Helen? 

 What happened to her? 

 What did she sacrifice for Helen? 
Write whether the sentences are True or False:     (04) 
 
(12).The woman unit in library started in 2012. 
(13).Aru’s parents are environmentalist. 
(14).Safety match and fire work has not same material and technique. 
(15).Black powder is basic need for fire work. 

Section:-B 
Read the stanza and answer the questions:     (03) 
 
My daughter 
Little dear daughter Lights a pencil With a sharpener. 
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The sky of the white paper 
Begins to be filled with light. 
 
(16).When does the sky of white paper begin to be filled with light? 
(17).The white paper fills the sky with the light. True or false? 
(18).With what does the little girl light a pencil? 
 
 
Read the paragraph and answer the questions:    (05) 
 
Master Ghulam Mohammed announced that the fees would be taken during 
the recess. When the recess bell rang, I left the school and walked on and on. 
Finally, I reached the railwaystation. I started praying to Allah miyan, “ just this 
once save me. Order a farishta to pass by and drop just four rupees in my 
pocket. I promise I will use them only to pay my fees and not to eat jalebis.” 
There was shade – giving tree besides the railway tracks. Earlier the entire 
matter seemed so simple: jalebis with the fees money and the fees with the 
scholarship money.I had known that , I would get the scholarship the next 
month, I would have postponed my jalebi eating programme to the next month 
as well. Now for the crime of eating a few jalebis , for the first time in my life I 
was absent from school. 
 
(19).What did Master Ghulam Mohammed announce? 
(20).What did narrator pray to god? 
(21).For what did the narrator spend his fees? 
(22).When would the narrator get the scholarship? 
(23).Where did the narrator reach? 
 
Read the data and answer the following questions:    (05) 
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(24).Who has scored the highest half centuries? 
(25).How many Indian players are there in top 5? 
(26).For which country did Jack Kallis play? 
(27).Virat Kohli can break Ricky Ponting’s record in near future. True Or False?  
(28).Sangakara has scored __________ half centuries and __________ 
centuries. 
 
Read the interview and answer the questions:     (04) 
 

 
(29).It’s an interview during____________ time. 
(30).What kind of ideas does the party have? 
(31).For what the leader is sure? 
(32).How will the leader make the agenda possible? 
 

Section:-C 
Match the language functions with the sentences:    (03) 

A B 

33.How much water do you drink a day? 

34.Cut a lemon, sour well and make lemon juice. 

35.She was absent due to her sickness. 

(a) Expressing Reason 

(b) Making Inquiry 

(c) Describing Process 

 
Choose and write the appropriate response to complete the conversation:   
           (03) 
(36).Nayan: Do you know Mahatma Gandhi? 
         Bela:_________  (Describing Person) 

Reporter : What’s the agenda of your party for this election? 

Leader : We shall make our infrastructure stronger than before and create more job 

opportunities. 

Reporter : How will you make it possible? 

Leader : With our honest innovative ideas and people’s co-operation. 

Reporter : Are you sure about getting majority? 

Leader : Yes, I am because, we have done it what we had promised and voters know 

it. 

Reporter : I hope it will be so as you said. 
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(A).What a simple man he was! 
(B).He believed in non violence. 
(C).He was the man who united the nation to achieve freedom. 
(D).Gandhiji is known as the father of nation. 

 
(37).Hemant: When will the prize distribution ceremony be held? 
         Jatin: ________ (Describing Time) 

(A).The prize distribution ceremony will be held in Tagore hall. 
(B).The prize distribution ceremony will be held by R.M. Shah. 
(C).The prize distribution ceremony will be held on next Monday. 
(D).There will be a few students in prize distribution ceremony. 

 
(38).Manan: Hi! I am Manan Mehta. And you? 
       Chirag:__________  (Exchanging Niceties) 

(A).I don’t know you. 
(B).Hello! My name is Chirag. Nice to meet you. 
(C).Who are you? 
(D).How may I help you? 

 
Complete the sentences choosing the correct option focusing the functions in 
the brackets:         (03) 
 
(39).Niket and Pratik wants to know _______________ ( Inquiry as nature)  
         (A).how the plane crashing. 
         (B).When the planew crash. 
         (C).how the plane crashed. 
         (D).where the plane be crash. 
 
(40).Saputara is located ________________.( Describing place) 
        (A).on the Dang district of Gujarat. 
         (B).in the Dang village of Gujarat. 
         (C).in the Dang district of Gujarat. 
         (D).ny thre Dang district of Gujarat. 
 
(41).______________! Will you show me way to Valsad? ( Exchanging Niceties) 
        (A).Sorry 
         (B).May I come in? 
         (C).Nice to meet you. 
         (D).Excuse me. 
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(42).Complete the paragraph filling in the blanks with the appropriate words 
from the brackets:         (03) 
 
(blend, remained, formula) 
The basic  of the black or gun powder has  unchanged for centuries. It 
is a  of potassium nitrate, charcoal and Sulfur in the ratio of 75:15:10 by 
weight 
 
Find and write the word having nearest meaning:    (03) 
 
(43).daily (A).every day (B).regular  (C).always  (D). often 
(44).mob  (A).meeting             (B).group  (C).crowd  (D).unit 
(45).deed  (A). action  (B).inaction  (C).job (D).service 

Section-D 
(46).Read the dialogue and complete the indirect narration given below 
choosing the correct option from the brackets:    (02) 
 
Sonali : What are you doing? 
Arpit: Don’t disturb me, please. I’m reading . 
Sonali: I can see that. But what are you reading? 
Arpit: I can’t talk to you now. 
 
Sonali asked Arpit he __________( is, were, was) doing. Arpit requested Sonali 
_____________( not to , to didn’t ) disturb him and added that he was reading. 
Sonali told Arpit that she ____________ ( would, can, could ) see that and 
asked again what he was reading. Arpit  replied that he could’t talk to her 
___________. ( later, them, then ) 
 
Join the sentences using the appropriate conjunctions in the brackets:(03) 
 
(47).I visited Shimla. I visited Manali. ( either... or,  neither ... nor) 
 
(48).We cannot go out to play. It is raining heavily. ( and, therefore, but) 
 
(49).Ratan cannot understand Gujarati. He cannot speak Gujarati.  
                                                                                    (ether ... or , neither... nor , but)  
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(50).Rewrite the paragraph filling in the blanks with appropriate words in the 
brackets.          (03) 
 
We visited Mahableshwar _____________ ( last, next, following ) year. We 
went ___________ ( With, on, by ) car. We stayed there ____________ ( since, 
for from) a week. 
 
Do as directed          (04) 
 
(51). We use electricity daily. We  can run many devices .It makes our life 
comfortable.We should utilize it effectively.  (Start this way- Electricity is used 
by us daily......). 
 
(52). Sohan has just reached to school. We have already informed him that he 
has to take part in a quiz. Our class teacher has planned for that. Sohan has 
agreed to do so. (Start this way- Sohan had just reached….) 
 
Select the questions to get the underlined words/ a phrase as their answers:
           (03)  
(53).One of our favourite festivals is Deepavali. 
       (A).How is Deepavali our one of favourite festivals?                  
       (B).Why is Deepavali our one of favourite festivals?                     
       (C).Which is our one of favourite festivals?                         
       (D).When is our one of favourite festivals? 
 
(54).The miller lives in a cottage. 
       (A).Where does the miller live?                  
       (B).Where is the cottage?                     
       (C).Why do the miller live in a cottage?                         
       (D).Who lives in a cottage? 
 
(55).They came late because they had an accident. 
        (A).Why did they come late?                  
        (B).What did they have?                     
        (C).How did they have an accident?                         
        (D).When did they have an accident? 
 

Section-E 
(56). Write a paragraph in about 125 words on the following:   (06) 
The mother a unique creation- 
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(Points- undefinable- her role in our lives- her power and importance- friend, 
philosopher and guide- the broom of love and sympathy – our regards to her) 

OR 
A visit to a Smart Village- 
(Points- advancement of villages from past to present- reason to visit- modern 
amenities in village- other facilities- well furnished houses- well equipped 
farming- health centres- schools- shopping centres- happy comfortable life) 

OR 
My Aim in my life- 
(Points- What do you do at present?-different careers- what is your ambition? 
What are the reasons for it?)  
 
(57).On behalf of Mr. Jatin Patel draft an e-mail in about 30 words to his 
daughter shreya99@gmail.com advising her to pay more attention to her study 
as an exam is approaching.        (05) 

OR 
You had a school picnic last week. Prepare a short report on it about  80 words. 
(Points-day- place- number of students- what all students carried-games 
played- enjoyment) 
 
(58).Describing the picture in about ten sentences:    (05) 
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	(5). Arun also made sure that  . (Complete the sentence.)
	(6). Arun was supported by his parents in doing what he wanted. (True or False)

